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Foreword

Democracy is a fragile form of government easily captured by entrenched interests. Those who would steal your freedom and your property do so toiling unseen in the shadows, using or abusing the law and exploiting oligarchic and political connections, while relying on public ignorance, apathy and naivety. The internet provides the only effective tool to expose crime’s hidden ways. This requires vigilance and doggedness to achieve. Material hitherto hidden from public scrutiny and which deservedly undermines confidence in the New Zealand judiciary, the legal profession and executive branch of government, is laid bare. The rule of law has been abused and thousands of New Zealanders are already adversely affected.

I am the last man standing after years of chasing down the con artists and fraudsters who not only stole our family’s past, present, and future but put a lien on the assets and dreams of those who live in Palmerston North.

There are lessons to be learnt by others facing a similar situation. Keep detailed records and don’t give up.

This eBook draws on documents published on

www.turiteadocuments.wordpress.com

1. The Turitea Wind Farm – a journey through a labyrinth of lies
2. the-20th-commonwealth-law-conference-melbourne-2017
3. Setting a trap

The information provided is factual. Context is provided which underscores its very serious nature. No legal sanction has been applied to me nor can it be.

As you read through this account and the links provided you will see reputations shattered and politicians, a lawyer, commissioners and a “judge” who belong behind bars. The best outcome for all would be reform, but don’t hold your breath.

Paul Stichbury

© 2017
The city of Palmerston North has been sacrificed to the New Zealand Emissions Trading Scheme

This was posted on Whale Oil, a popular, conservative website dedicated to countering left wing media. Whale Oil likes to claim the moral high ground. The link in this disqus comment was too close to home and Whale Oil removed it. As you read the account of fraud and corruption at Turitea you will soon see why. The fraud is owned by all political parties.
Flashback

Our lawyer was Craig Hart of Cooper Rapley. He did all my legal work for more than 30 years, including our purchase of 309 Ngahere Park Road under the wind farm.

Almost 12 years to the day [2003], as I was preparing to leave our property at 309 Ngahere Park Road I saw Craig walking up our driveway to the building platform. I greeted him warmly and said what a surprise it was to see him and what brought him up that way. He told me he was teaching his son to drive and that he had just left him to take a look around.

Exhibiting genuine surprise he said "Is this the block of land you bought?" I said yes and that we had big plans for it, which I enthusiastically described. He wouldn't look at me but stared at the ground, shaking his head, and said "I wouldn't build here" He said this twice. That pretty much ended the conversation as his son was now at the end of our drive. I was puzzled by his comments but there was no context to them.

We knew nothing about the wind farm but he couldn't tell me about it or that his law firm was behind the scenes shifting the city and in particular Monica and myself. Had he been able to tell me frankly and honestly about the wind farm our future would have been entirely different. [Extract from an email 2/11/2015]

The Turitea wind farm corruption, fraud and aftermath

On a regular excursion around Palmerston North, New Zealand, my wife and I happened on a stretch of road harbouring a rich source of grass to keep our son's pet guinea pigs well supplied. It was here that we found for sale a residential rural section which gave us the opportunity to take our Bed and Breakfast business to the next level.

This was an exciting investment for us but little did we know that we faced a multiyear one-sided battle with our local Council [PNCC] and the Government by proxy through its then State Owned Enterprise, Mighty River Power [MRP]. Our building site, and hundreds of other properties inside the city boundary we were to learn several years later, was smack alongside a proposed wind farm of 131, 125 metre, 3 Megawatt turbines.
This appeared to be a world first with the placement of a gigantic 14 km long industrial complex in a protected native bush reserve and off limits water catchment, towering over approximately 2,000 properties and directly affecting about 10% of city residents. 60, 40 story turbines have been approved but the plan is to later “fill in the gaps.”

PNCC, parroting the buzzword “sustainability,” is signed up to ICLEI, the stalking horse for the UN’s Marxist Agenda 21, which informed people now know puts property rights at the mercy of the whims of monolithic Central and local government and its rent seeking hangers on. The city and its recognised ONL, [outstanding natural landscape], were to be sacrificed to the NZ emissions trading scheme [ETS] and to Kyoto “obligations”

The people behind this outrage were confident of success. Every step was carefully planned.

PNCC as a revenue receiving landowner/partner had been secretly planning since 1995 for a wind farm, subsequently approving the subdivision of residential land right beneath the turbines, taking development fees and property taxes, land which we and many others unwittingly bought.

“Fraud has to be ferreted out by carefully following its marks and signs, for fraud will in most instances, though ever so artfully and secretly contrived, like the snail in its passage, leave its slime by which it may be traced.”
Tennessee Supreme Court 1835 Floyd v. Goodwin
The “marks and signs” of fraud literally began with signs, signs of spinning turbines, which out of nowhere adorned billboards at city entrances, PNCC vehicles, stationery and its website.

The psychological softening up the locals had begun. I wrote to PNCC lawyer Annabell asking how this happened, what public input there was and who was behind it. He pretended I had asked about an earlier logo but later admitted there was no public consultation and declined to discuss the matter further.

In November 2015 Mighty River Power in its submission opposing social impact assessments in the PNCC District Plan brazenly confirmed the implementation of their psychological tactics on ratepayers stating:

“A Social Impact Assessment can be useful where a proposal may have a significant impact on demographics, such as schooling or other social issue, but the results are likely to be far less useful or conclusive where the community is pre-conditioned to the type of development, such as wind farms in Palmerston North.” [Emphasis added]

NB: There are no wind farms in Palmerston North.

The wind turbine logo appeared on what looked like an innocuous document distributed throughout the city in August 2006, which asked for comment on a change of purpose for the Turitea water catchment. Almost all households would have discarded this document, but we read it.

The then Mayor, Heather Tanguay, had signed off on a deliberately deceptive, amateurishly written, horror story.

Fortunately I saved it. [2]
"This city is filled with ideas that I've had in the middle of the night,"

Controversial left wing wind farm enthusiast Mayor Tanguay was the 2009 recipient of a “Harmony Award” by Islam Awareness for her longstanding support of the Manawatu Muslim community. It’s not clear what her position is on the Islamic practice of honour killing and FGM, however motivated by her class warfare mindset, she showed callous and devious disregard for thousands of city wind farm victims.

I set up a meeting with her to discuss our concerns, got time off work to fit into her schedule, but an hour or so before the meeting took place her office cancelled claiming she had a funeral to go to. I checked – there were no funerals that day. When my wife did eventually meet her she lied about the wind farm, pretending she didn’t know where it was and couldn’t get shot of her fast enough.

The fraudulent “Change of Purpose” document is a prominent element in the conspiracy against Palmerston North. It lauded a proposed eco-park, the ultimate bribe for the low information ratepayer, contained deceptive imagery of the Turitea Ranges inside the city boundary and made ridiculous promises which were never going to be kept, including battery powered boating on the city’s two strictly off limit water supply dams and an Eco lodge right under the turbines.
We immediately distributed flyers throughout the city pointing out that PNCC had sold out both its ratepayers and environment, jeopardizing the city’s water supply and was to rubberstamp approval in just a few days. The flyers forced PNCC to open consultation with ratepayers who turned up in such large numbers over a number of evening public meetings that PNCC had to hire security guards. The opposition to the lies told by PNCC and its councilors was overwhelming and despite ratepayer after ratepayer berating them for their treachery they went ahead and approved the change of purpose to the reserve.

In November 2006 Tanguay was reported in our local paper.

“Mayor Heather Tanguay said she did not agree there has been a lack of information about the wind farm proposal. I think the information (available) has been very substantial.”

She omitted

1/the number of turbines
2/their size
3/their location
4/where the so called "eco park" was.

This led to a failed and expensive legal challenge which sapped protestors’ resources. By now the head to head confrontation between several local landowners participating in the scheme and PNCC had turned ugly. To keep the local Fairfax newspaper “The
Manawatu Standard” on a tight leash PNCC withdrew all advertising to punish it for reporting which had come too close to the bone.

The paper knew something ratepayers didn’t know, something which will be revealed later.

Apart from future very restrained local coverage of the wind farm debacle the rest of the New Zealand media was completely silent on this issue. I soon found out why. The Dominion Post ran a story which gave me the opportunity to post a moderate reader
comment about the proposed wind farm in the Turitea Reserve and to link to a website I ran opposing it.

The comment was deleted. The website sitemeter [image on page 10] recorded a visit from Mighty River Power which showed beyond any doubt that

**MRP [in other words the government] was, with the connivance of Fairfax, deleting and censoring comments about the wind farm.**

Digital version [3]

I shared the page showing this visit with two opponents, fully realizing its great importance. Our home and work computers were then hacked and the incriminating evidence deleted along with numerous files and emails. Fortunately the page was able to be retrieved from one recipient who had been Bcc’d.

Fairfax CEO at the time was one **Joan Withers** who had prior to joining Fairfax been a director of **Meridian Energy**, another state owned enterprise. Withers went on to chair the board at MRP.

The deception and manipulation was there for all to see but what media organization in light of her extensive involvement in radio, TV, and newspapers was ever going to report it? Withers was clearly “too big to fail” [4] but she is not alone. From now on I knew I was a marked man. [5]

**Withers at the May 10 2013 Mighty River Power NZX listing**

[Link]
RadioLive contacted me to participate in an interview over the proposed wind farm. Joining the interview was MRP CEO Douglas Heffernan.

I was introduced as a detractor of wind farms. This was not true. My issue was specifically with the Turitea wind farm which would ruin Palmerston North. At this point no one in the community knew the full extent of the wind farm and Heffernan when asked the size of the wind farm lied stating that it was of a similar size to the nearby Te Apiti wind farm. In reality it was 4 times bigger.

Heffernan went on to lie at the Call-In with impunity [collecting a $5 00,000 bonus on leaving MRP].

In April 2017 this page was deleted from RadioLive’s website, although the audio had been disabled years earlier.
LUSH--Mighty River Power's new Kawerau geothermal power station up and running

Doug Heffernan, CEO of Mighty River Power, followed by Paul Stitchbury, detractor of wind farms in Manawatu.
Repeated requests to PNCC to provide us with information were rejected, even insisting that we pay the Council for their time. [6]

One day a lawyer at ChanceryGreen emailed me to set up a confidential meeting with MRP to show my wife and I secret photomontages withheld from all other affected parties. We were shocked at what we saw. A map identifying a great swath of affected property was casually left lying around for me to see while MRP staff stood over us. When I said to employee, Mike Omer, that MRP must have a huge war chest, Omer gave a sick grin, turned away and stared out the window.

At this stage New Zealand’s Resource Management Act was to be applied to the consent process with right of appeal to the Environment Court.

The proposal was so extreme, that instead of this meeting encouraging us to sell up, as was obviously intended, it looked certain to be rejected by the court. At a later meeting, Omer, without prompting, told me exactly that.

To circumvent the Environment Court Environment Minister Nick Smith announced in December 2008 that the wind farm would be “called in” where a Board of Inquiry headed by a judge would make a binding decision which could only be challenged in court on a legal technicality.

The local paper 24/4/2009 had this to say.

> “At best, the documents obtained by this newspaper lay bare a woefully inept decision-making process. At worst, they are evidence of an orchestrated campaign to deceive the people of this region and usurp the council's statutory role. Either way, the decision to call-in the consent application was a sham.”

Nick Smith

Source
After submissions to the Call-In had closed, MRP on 19/3/2009 admitted withholding information essential for the public to be able to make informed submissions.

“Asked about "negative" press coverage, Mr McDonnell said Mighty River Power had previously created an information vacuum through lack of communication. The company planned to be more forward in the coming weeks.”

Our city was now to be subjected to an utter farce which lasted from the 24th January 2009 until 6th September 2011 when the Board of Inquiry handed down its Final Decision after repeatedly bending over backwards for the applicant. Judge Shonagh Kenderdine was selected by Minister Smith to head the inquiry.

Submitters did not know that the Board was rigged and that its members including Kenderdine were global warming fanatics who would deliver the city to Smith whose own carbophobic beliefs were well known.

Kenderdine gave the game away when, after issuing the consent, as guest of honour at the 2012 New Zealand Wind Energy Association conference, she exposed the soft underbelly of her intellect in a speech describing how to place wind farms as close as possible to human habitation.

Kenderdine parades in a judicial gown at the 2012 NZWEA conference

Her ridiculous PowerPoint [7] was briefly placed on the for now triumphant NZWEA website where she concluded by quoting Sir James Lovelock.
“Global warming is now irreversible. Nothing can prevent large parts of the planet becoming too hot to live in with others sinking underwater by about 2040. Our only chance now is to: - Start planning how to survive – acknowledge we need more technology, not less.”

Lovelock has repudiated this utter nonsense. The NZWEA must have been laughing up their sleeves. There has been no definitively measurable global warming now for almost 20 years despite fraudulent downward revision of historical temperature records to seal a deal where the entire world on the basis of a bogus weather catastrophe bows to the UN’s Agenda 21.

The New Zealand government had swallowed the fraudulent Michael Mann hockey stick graph, eliminating the Medieval Warm Period and Little Ice Age, hook line and sinker. The IPCC has since quietly abandoned it.

Climate forecasting 2017

The IPCC AR5 chart which alarmist journalists ignore

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Change in climate system component</th>
<th>Potentially abrupt (AR5 definition)</th>
<th>Irreversibility if forcing reversed</th>
<th>Projected likelihood of 21st century change in scenarios considered</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Atlantic MOC collapse</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Unknown</td>
<td>Very unlikely that the AMOC will undergo a rapid transition (high confidence)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ice sheet collapse</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Irreversible for millennia</td>
<td>Exceptionally unlikely that either Greenland or West Antarctic ice sheets will suffer near-complete disintegration (high confidence)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Permafrost carbon release</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Irreversible for millennia</td>
<td>Possible that permafrost will become a net source of atmospheric greenhouse gases (low confidence)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clathrate methane release</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Irreversible for millennia</td>
<td>Very unlikely that methane from clathrates will undergo catastrophic release (high confidence)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tropical forests dieback</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Reversible within centuries</td>
<td>Low confidence in projections of the collapse of large areas of tropical forest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boreal forests dieback</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Reversible within centuries</td>
<td>Low confidence in projections of the collapse of large areas of boreal forest</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disappearance of summer ice</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Reversible within years to decades</td>
<td>Likely that the Arctic Ocean becomes nearly ice-free in September before mid-century under high forcing scenarios such as RCP8.5 (medium confidence)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arctic sea ice</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Reversible within years to decades</td>
<td>Low confidence in projections of changes in the frequency and duration of megadroughts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long-term droughts</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Reversible within years to decades</td>
<td>Low confidence in projections of a collapse in monsoon circulations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monsoonal circulation</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>Reversible within years to decades</td>
<td>Low confidence in projections of a collapse in monsoon circulations</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The more wrong the IPCC is the more confident it is

The recent El Nino, an entirely natural event, has already lost much of its heat to space
No alarmist can explain these

TEMPERATURE CURVE LAST FIFTEEN THOUSAND YEARS

Geological Timescale: Concentration of CO₂ and Temperature fluctuations

---

The mild warming since 1850 has had a net beneficial effect.

The climate is comfortably within the bounds of normal variation and wind farms will not make a scrap of difference. The latest 80 scientific graphs confirm this. Link

Kenderdine was now nothing more than an enabler, a useful idiot.
The climate, while not the focus of this eBook, is being used for pecuniary gain by fraudsters and charlatans in the wind industry. The graphs are provided for reader information and personal interpretation.

Secret Contract and Variation

To present a veneer of probity and democracy in action the Ministry for the Environment [MFE] put the voluminous Call-In proceedings online along with all evidence. Very few would have looked at it but I did and made startling discoveries.

1. Two legal documents, the foundation documents for the wind farm, showed that PNCC in a secret agreement with MRP had agreed to cancel its statutory obligations by agreeing to pay Mighty River Power three million dollars if it offered any assistance to ratepayers affected by the wind farm and additionally should PNCC decide to oppose the wind farm that it would have unlimited liability. Kenderdine was fully aware of this outrageous, corrupt contract authorizing a fake public consultation and so too was our local Fairfax newspaper. It was now a case of either bankrupting individual ratepayers or bankrupting the city. The mafia like jeopardy in this contract explained why everything had unfolded in the way that it had.

MRP - PNCC Contract [8]
Email to Judge Newhook [9]

2. The second document which made a brief appearance on the Ministry website was a variation to this contract which stated that if a court ruled against the wind farm that PNCC would join in with MRP to overthrow the decision and subvert the Judicial system – see clause 3.2. [also pages 21,22 below]

The Variation [10] See section 19 Shaw for the archived contract and variation Link

The purpose of this variation was to avoid the possibility that a compliant judge, who could be bought to produce the desired result, might not be available.

There is a clear implication that the Executive has in the past illegally traversed the mandatory separation from the Judiciary to its advantage.

The Friends of the Turitea Reserve took PNCC to court over the change of purpose to the reserve as both a wind farm and city water catchment. They lost.
Judge shopping saw David Baragwanath preside over the case. Baragwanath’s claim to fame was as a prosecutor he saw to it that Arthur Allan Thomas was banged up in prison for nine years for murders he did not commit.

The written judgment, dated July 25 2007, with its secret contents was withheld from those who participated. We waited for it - but it never came. Only a very small group who were free to make the 300km round trip to the High Court in Wellington had any firsthand experience of what actually transpired. Some sketchy detail of the contract between Mighty River Power and PNCC did leak out. The very few who heard it could not make sense of it [there was no written copy to analyse or take away].

Nine years later on the 28th April 2016 a regular online search for “the Turitea Wind Farm” revealed the judgment. It was highly ranked in a Google search and appeared multiple times. Had we not been denied this document which laid bare the corrupt, secret contract and variation between Mighty River Power and PNCC and had it been circulated to city residents there would have been pitchfork protests.

The process had been rigged from the start.

The Government and the lawyer, a self styled “strategist” supervising the entire Turitea project from scoping through to consent anticipated a legal challenge. They knew that the victims of the wind farm, all amateurs in legal matters, would find the $80 thousand or so needed for lawyer’s fees, the burden that it certainly was.

Naturally the legal fees would severely crimp any protest being successful, let alone a subsequent, costly appeal. However, that aside,

The chances of success were absolutely nil and here’s why.

The variation to the MRP/PNCC contract specifically states that any court action impeding the wind farm from going ahead will be overthrown no matter what.
Let me remind readers that Mighty River Power at the time was 100% owned by the Government and was an arm of the Government.

Keep reading to find out who wrote the Variation.

The Variation is covered by Baragwanath, see sections [56] [57] and following.

JUDGMENT

So, how did I discover the judgment? It came about because the Ministry of Justice revamped its website to make it user friendly, judgments are now online.

When the Ministry realised this highly sensitive case had been downloaded and featured on Turiteadocuments it promptly disappeared from online searches. You may well ask why? It’s simple.

From July 25 2007 this case green lighted local authorities to act as they wished, go behind their ratepayers’ backs and ignore the protections afforded by the Local Government Act 2002, which stated at the time.
Purpose of local government
• The purpose of local government is—
(a) to enable democratic local decision-making and action by, and on behalf of, communities; and
(b) to promote the social, economic, environmental, and cultural well-being of communities, in the present and for the future.

No informed community will exercise its democratic right to vote for the destruction of its social, economic, environmental and cultural well-being.

John Adams and I prior to the court case quizzed an unnamed individual about the Local Government Act providing protection to ratepayers, at a public meeting, held at The Steeple, of energy companies keen to stake a claim in the Tararuas inside the city boundary. This individual claimed it was null and void but could not or would not say why. It is obvious now that he was a part of the deep state scamming not only us but all the citizens of Palmerston North and Pahiatua.

The judgment states:

“[2] The case is confined to the legality of use of the reserve for generation of energy by wind turbines.”

Had Baragwanath upheld the judicial oath he would have recused himself.

The decision was not only denied to us as litigants but was absolutely rigged.

Four years later in 2011 Baragwanath was rewarded with a knighthood.

Additionally the judgment states:
“[6] In 2004 the Council received an unsolicited approach from various energy companies which were interested in developing a wind farm on the reserve. It was informed that the ridgeline of this part of the Tararua Ranges is regarded as in the top 5% of wind sites world-wide and is three times more consistent than the average location in continental Europe. On 30 September 2005 it entered a wind farm development agreement and carbon credits with a State enterprise, Mighty River Power Ltd.” [NB The energy company was none other than the government].

“2004” is a flat out lie. PNCC had been planning this since 1995. Chris Pepper played a key role. [See page 6] Note also that my chance meeting with Craig Hart of Cooper-Rapley took place in 2003.

Pepper in March 2011 suddenly resigned rather than be sacked on the spot for failed energy and carbon trading meddling which cost ratepayers a fortune. By resigning he got an extra three months pay and more importantly got far away from his legacy disaster, the Turitea Wind Farm.

“Palmerston North City Council water and waste services manager Chris Pepper has resigned after revelations of overspending on the Awapuni landfill gas extraction project. Confirmation of the identity of the staff member who resigned over the fiasco came yesterday, shortly after former councilor Peter Wheeler declared in a newsletter that Mr Pepper had quit. The $1.6 million in extra bills for the project, which captures methane to generate electricity, was reported to councilors last week, along with assurances an investigation had been launched.”

- Local law firm, Cooper Rapley has benefitted significantly from this fraud and is intimately involved at all levels. One of the legal team, John Maassen deceptively ran a last minute workshop just 10 days before submissions closed. [Submissions were deliberately called during the Christmas holiday break when many affected ratepayers were on holiday]

- “Most significant resource consent application concerning Palmerston North’s environment in 50 years or more....!” - this stunning statement was made just 10 days out from the closing of submissions. Slide 4
The lawyers at Cooper Rapley knew full well the Call-In was secretly rigged for a predetermined outcome and that this “workshop” was nothing more than deceitful damage control, where submitters were instructed in essay writing techniques with a fictitious impact on the decision making process.

John Maassen seeing the widespread objection to the wind farm some two years earlier, in an attempt to try to head off opposition to those secretly looting the city, made an appeal to “Divine authority” and wrote in the Saint Patrick’s Newsletter, Christmas 2006, on environmental justice and the wind farm:

............we are called as Christians to apply our rational faculties and reflect on how the common good is best served. In that regard I suspect our local media are not always guided by the need to inform but rather agitate.
Consequences

1. The mandated separation of powers between the Executive and the Judiciary is exposed as nothing more than a myth. The Ministry of Justice website states:

   “The New Zealand system of Government is based on the Westminster model which provides for a separation of powers between the Legislature, the Executive and the Judiciary. This separation ensures there are checks and balances within the system and that accountability and impartiality are maintained.”

2. Local authorities can be secretly coerced into action contrary to their ratepayer’s interests. An avenue for corruption at a local level has been created.

3. No community in the country is now safe from predations secretly supervised and or approved by the Government. The Friends of the Turitea Reserve litigants by taking court action unwittingly helped the Government achieve this.

4. The case has Commonwealth wide ramifications and is already being cited.

5. The fraudsters involved dread exposure.

6. Government spy agencies are implicated in the cover-up.

PNCC was held hostage by secret financial milestone bribes it had already irrevocably taken and had to toe the line. Palmerton North City Council at the time was performing very poorly with its finances and was an easy mark, coming 62nd out of 67 municipalities.
Kenderdine by her refusal to publicly discuss the contract and its variation ripping up the social contract with all New Zealanders (I raised the contract in submissions at the Call-In) was engaging in an assault not only on the integrity of the judiciary but on the Bill of Rights and the country’s unwritten constitution.

It is conceivable that these documents on which the wind farm was founded were put online by an insider hoping someone like me would find them. They were online for more than a year.

**Noise**

The wind farm noise conditions were never agreed to but were imposed. These conditions were dictated by the applicant, MRP. Dr Thorne, acoustician, stated:

“In my experience it is very unusual for an applicant to write the approval conditions that it will agree to be bound by and ignore the legitimate professional opinion of a dissenting expert. The Environment Court code of conduct indicates that all experts must meet to agree to the conditions or provide dissent. My dissenting opinions to the earlier conditions have not been stated in the MRP draft conditions nor has the Board fairly and impartially evidenced the highly detailed alternative noise management conditions produced in evidence by myself and Huatau Marae.”

I presented research to the Board of Inquiry as to how the noise standard **NZS6808 2010** was manufactured. The standard is fraudulent, and was created specifically by the wind industry for Turitea in an urban zone, but Kenderdine let this scandal pass without comment.

This important document, which can be accessed here, [11] includes transcripts from the Call-In which show the deep reluctance to identify the participants in this scam. Kenderdine was purposefully covering for them.

**Australia recognises the damage being done to communities by audible noise and infrasound.**

How the noise conditions are being rigged by fraudulent means has been exposed by former Senator John Madigan. [12] **Marshall Day Acoustics** figures both in Australia and at Turitea.

**Earthquakes**

Kenderdine and her sycophantic board approved Turitea right on top of two of the country’s premier earthquake fault lines on **September 6 2011**, despite the catastrophic 6.3 Christchurch earthquake six and a half months earlier in the year.

For many years I taught natural hazards at a local secondary school. I became very familiar with the high seismic risk our city faced and had personal experience of this
when altering and strengthening a building for our Bed and breakfast business. In my very first submission I raised and later expounded at length on the earthquake risk to the wind farm.

To my amazement this was totally ignored by Kenderdine and her board.

The wind farm is directly on top of the Wellington fault line with the Northern Ohariu fault running through the Southern section and under a very large substation. These faults deliver earthquakes in the region of 8+ on the Richter scale with very large horizontal and vertical movements.

Turitea’s sister wind farm on the Puketoi ranges was later granted a consent. The Puketoi wind farm is on the Waewaepa fault, a major fault and its seismic report made this astonishing statement:

“The nearest major fault (the Wellington Mohaka Fault) is more than 20km away, so will not subject this site to any near fault amplification effects”

Turitea is right on the Wellington Mohaka fault!

The next major quake, on average every 140 years, is overdue. The ground moves both vertically and horizontally metres at a time and at a speed of 3 km per second. I have personally inspected the shutter ridges below Turitea. They are on private farm land and not accessible to the public.

They are more pronounced than any along the San Andreas Fault system in California. I drew the board’s attention to this and submitted an aerial photograph provided by Massey University’s Geography Department. See page 31.

No board member, including engineer Bunting asked any questions about earthquake fault lines. Why? Because they were not meant to as they were being paid to produce the desired outcome. The complaint about Bunting’s complicity in the fraud is dealt with on page 91.

There was no comprehensive geophysical report for submitters to assess other than Beca Carter’s casual field trip with a picnic lunch and a shovel. The lack of a proper seismic report is covered further on pages 60 and 61.

Incredibly the Puketoi report failed to mention the Hikurangi Trench which is a massive subduction zone threatening the lower half of the North Island.
The colossal size of the Hikurangi rupture zone

Volcanism and earthquakes
Wairarapa beaches raised by Hikurangi tectonic activity

A child can see the upward thrust from the Hikurangi subduction zone and that the Puketo wind farm is on a fault line.
In 1855 the horizontal movement along the fault was 16 metres - at a speed of 10,800 kph [3km x 60 secs x 60 mins] – 125 m high turbines with nacelles and blades exceeding 111 tons subjected to a fraction of this will snap like carrots.
An online search identified a conversation commenting on Kenderdine’s arrogance. This dialogue explains her lack of acknowledgement of the most basic seismic facts about Turitea, something which a competent 10 year old could find in 10 minutes.

“JS: That’s an interesting point. There are those who are willing to believe that you can’t be impartial simply because you’re being paid, but since the strategy is that the Court does not employ experts... I took this up years ago with [Environment Court Judge] Shonagh Kenderdine I said,

'Wouldn't it be better if the Court employed independent experts?' She said, 'No, the Court says that it can judge the relative merits of the experts'.

So, you've the arrogance of the professionals, and you've got the arrogance of the Court.”

Kenderdine fancied herself as a Social Justice Warrior and her cultish worship of the global warming meme saw no rational response to anything which got in the way of the undeclared goal of turning a dollar for the ETS on Palmerston North city’s back. She was the perfect choice for the fraudsters and true believers.

Minister Smith who forced the Call-In laughably has a PhD in the geological sciences, specialising in landslides.

Project manager Mark Henry [Link] has a degree in volcanology.
PNCC after the devastation caused by the Christchurch earthquakes is required to assess prominent local buildings and infrastructure. The assessments are alarming. The day after the big one strikes our city will be unrecognisable. As an example, former Deputy Mayor, John Hornblow, preacher at All Saints Church, who voted for the wind farm, has been forced to confront the 3% of code strength for his church, eight kilometres from the faults. The iconic church now closed has a very uncertain future.

Smith, now Housing Minister, in May 2015 announced new rules for earthquake strengthening. The areas where the wind farms are placed are identified as high risk seismic zones. Tests via drilling and the placement of explosives on and near the faults have been done. Smith subsequently announced that seismic strengthening on potentially lethal buildings or demolition must be done much sooner.

All these clowns had to do was explore the GNS website.

Source
Irrational global warming fears trumped even the most basic commonsense but there was another reason that the earthquake risk was ignored.

The government all along planned to sell a 49% share of Mighty River Power to the public.

I had a number of exchanges with the Financial Markets Authority and was assured that the risk to investors would be revealed. It was not. The fraud had now deepened and spread. Note James Millar’s unacceptable conflict of interest.

Source
Office of Hon Tony Ryall
Minister of Health
Minister for State Owned Enterprises

9 NOV 2012

Paul Stitchbury
117 Dittmer Drive
PALMERSTON NORTH 4412

Dear Mr Stitchbury,

Thank you for your letter of 16 October 2012 addressed to the Prime Minister regarding Mighty River Power and the Turitea and Puketi wind farms. As some of the issues you raise fall under my portfolio responsibilities, I have been asked to respond to these issues on behalf of the Government.

I can assure you that the offer document for the Initial Public Offering (IPO) of up to 49% of Mighty River Power will disclose all issues that a potential investor is likely to consider significant and likely to influence a decision whether or not to invest in the company. Once the offer document has been registered with the Registrar of Financial Service Providers it may be reviewed by the Financial Markets Authority (FMA). As James Miller is a director of both Mighty River Power and the FMA, he would not be involved in any review by the FMA of the offer document.

Thank you for taking the time to write.

Yours sincerely,

[Signature]

Hon Tony Ryall
Minister for State Owned Enterprises
The Auditor-General independently reports on whether public organisations are behaving financially appropriately and are giving full and accurate accounts of their activities.

However correspondence with this office drew a blank and an outright refusal to look into the matter.

How could this possibly get worse?

When the Final Decision was issued on 6th September 2011 and we realised that none of our submissions on the Draft Decision were considered or even read we asked that the staggering errors and omissions in the Draft Decision be corrected by Kenderdine, as she was the judge responsible and it was her statutory obligation.

The Turitea wind farm

Final Decision
A summary of errors and omissions, although not limited to these identified below
1. The Turitea wind farm approved right on the *Wellington and Northern Ohariu fault lines*. This includes 60, 125 metre turbines, two substations and transmission towers.

2. The noise standard fraudulently developed, concrete evidence was provided.

3. A callous disregard of amenity and residents' rights, in fact *no noise assessment was done for the Tararua District at all*.

4. The noise conditions like the traffic conditions were never agreed.

5. Absurdity as to the actual location of the wind farm. *The Final Decision claims that the wind farm is 10 km South East of Palmerston North. This locates it more or less down the main street of Pahiatua.*

6. *A single victim was selected for compensation* on the basis of the restoration of an historic building - a matter of personal interest to Kenderdine, everyone else was ignored.

7. *The mana of Huatau Marae was trampled on.*

8. The corrupt contract between MRP and PNCC which imposed *a $3 million dollar penalty* on PNCC, if it helped any of the hundreds of affected ratepayers.

9. *Public safety concerns* ignored by permitting 6 turbines next to a state highway, the Pahiatua track, contrary to manufacturer’s specifications.

10. MRP given a free pass on *espionage and the blatant perjury* of Mark Henry and Douglas Heffernan.

11. The Turitea Board of Inquiry *protocols*, the Judicial Oath, Guidelines for Judicial Conduct, and objects of the Resource Management Law Association were *not followed*.

12. *Neither MRP nor the Board provided photo-montages of any infrastructure*, leaving residents when it was too late, to find out to their horror that they were severely impacted.

13. An *MOU* touted as evidence but not presented for public scrutiny.

14. *No final photo-montage* was ever provided.

15. There was no evidence that the comprehensive comments on the Draft Decision were even looked at.

16. No reasons were given for a number of decisions taken.

17. Principal issues were limited by the bias of the Board and its Chair.

---

**Final Report – Turitea Wind Farm APPENDIX 1 Resource Management Act 1991 149**

Board to produce final report

(1) As soon as practicable after the 20 working days referred to in section 148(4), the board of inquiry must—

(a) consider any comments received; and

(b) make its decision; and

(c) produce a written report.

(2) The report—

(a) must state the board's decision; and

(b) **must give reasons for the decision; and**

(c) **must include the principal issues; and**

(d) **must include the findings of fact**

= Total failure
A fake judge

Letters to the Judicial Conduct Commissioner finally drew a very reluctant response which was nothing less than stunning....

Kenderdine was not a judge and had not been a judge for more than 13 months before she issued the final legally binding decision.

Ms Kenderdine

Documentary proof Below
4 December 2012

PRIVATE AND CONFIDENTIAL

Mr John Adams
24 Greens Road
RD 2
PALMERSTON NORTH

Dear Mr Adams

Complaint concerning Judge Kenderdine

In your letter to me dated 11 November, you say that you "would appreciate being informed of the definition of judicial retirement". In particular, you wish to know the date upon which Judge Kenderdine surrendered her warrant as a Judge.

I have looked into the position. Judge Kenderdine's original warrant as a District Court Judge, with Environment Court responsibilities, expired on 6 August 2006. She retired on that date. She was appointed as an acting District Court judge and an alternate Environment Judge the following day, 7 August 2006, for a period of two years. When that period expired, on 6 August 2008, she was re-appointed to the same position for a further — and final — two years. That period expired on 6 August 2010.

A Judge's warrant to serve is always for a finite period. When that period expires, the warrant automatically expires. (And if a Judge retires early, then the warrant expires with the date of retirement.)

I see from your original complaint that the Environment Court hearings into the Turitea Wind Farm Proposal began on 8 July 2009 and ended on 30 March 2010. It follows that Judge Kenderdine did hold a warrant during that period, when she was presiding over those hearings. Her final warrant continued until 6 August 2010, when her period in office finally came to an end.

She was thus not in office when the final report and decision of the Environment Court was released in September 2011. (I mention this point for completeness, as it is not determinative of the issue about my jurisdiction.)

You lodged your complaint with my Office on 11 January this year. By that time, Judge Kenderdine's final term of office had expired some 17 months earlier, on 6 August 2010.
As I have mentioned previously, I have no jurisdiction to entertain a complaint where “the person who is the subject of the complaint is no longer a Judge.” That passage occurs in section 16(1)(g) of the Act under which I operate. (The Judicial Conduct Commissioner and Judicial Conduct Panel Act 2004). In those circumstances, I am required to dismiss the complaint. The legislative policy is that a person who has been a Judge should not be pursued into his or her retirement.

So by the time that you lodged your complaint with my Office, it is clear that Judge Kenderdine was “no longer a Judge”. She had retired and she no longer held a warrant. And thus I have no jurisdiction.

I hope this answers your inquiry.

Yours sincerely

David Gascoigne

Sir David Gascoigne, KNZM
Judicial Conduct Commissioner
Letter after letter has been written to the Prime Minister, cabinet ministers and to Attorney-General Finlayson who had permanently removed Kenderdine’s warrant on 6 August 2010.

Two weeks later Finlayson rewarded her by appointing her as chair of the Historic Places Trust. None, if they answered at all, could provide a legal basis for Kenderdine, now just Ms Kenderdine, repeatedly signing off as a judge and being paid [over $500,000NZ] to impersonate one.

This is state sponsored fraud.

A TISSUE OF LIES AND A FRAUDULENT TURITEA WIND FARM “CONSENT”

Kenderdine mandatorily and permanently ceased being a judge on 6 August 2010. She had previously twice had her judicial warrant extended for a two year period by the Governor General. Only under these circumstances could she be recalled as a “retired” judge and use this title until the end of her second and final two year appointment. After this time she became a “former” judge as noted on the 20 August 2010 by the Attorney General Christopher Finlayson in his appointment of her as chair of the Historic Places Trust.

In other words Finlayson publicly stated that Kenderdine was no longer a judge but no submitters at the time realised.

Link
From 6 August 2010 she was an ordinary member of the public with no judicial authority whatsoever.

To call herself a Retired Judge or an Environment Judge chairing a Board of Inquiry is a lie. This fraud is widely known in Government and Ministry circles. Note the dates in the following memoranda sent to us as submitters.

I noticed that she changed her title on 11 February 2011. This is why after discussing this with John Adams that he wrote to the Judicial Conduct Commissioner to ask when she actually retired.

If Kenderdine had not lied we would never have found out. She was to lie later about her term as a judge confirming the fraud.

[4] We have therefore concluded that while good progress has been made, the report will be released in January 2011 following the conclusion of the legal statutory holidays. Precise details on the release date will be made closer to the time.

DATED at Wellington this 21st day of October 2010

S E Kenderdine
Retired Environment Judge
Chair
Turitea Board of Inquiry
Here Kenderdine dispenses with the corrupt title of “Retired Environment Judge,” as it’s giving the game away to anyone in the public astute enough to notice, and opts for the corrupt title “Environment Judge” in the Draft Report.

And six days later continues with her deception.
In the Memorandum to submitters re the Draft Decision Kenderdine slips up and reverts to “Retired.” Major issues raised by submitters were completely ignored.

In the “Final Decision” “Environment Judge” has a more authoritative ring about it and is used again for good measure, as indeed it continues to be so used - fraudulently - on the MFE website, despite Kenderdine not having been a Judge with the authority to make a legal determination for a full year and one month.
Judith Collins was Minister of Justice.

She did not reply to any correspondence. She abdicated her responsibilities as Minister. Collins was only interested in protecting her political ambitions and wanted to avoid a major constitutional dustup. She was unable to counter my letter with any legal argument whatsoever.

Hon. J. Collins Minister of Justice

8 April 2013

Dear Hon. J. Collins

Ref: Fraudulent consent, Turitea wind farm.

On the 13 December 2012 I wrote to you asking that urgent action be taken to withdraw the Turitea consent on the basis that it was not issued by a judge with a warrant. You did
not reply, but delegated what is a vital constitutional matter to a junior Minister, Amy Adams, who wrote to me on 1 February 2013, where she claimed that in effect Kenderdine did not need a warrant, one year and one month after she permanently and compulsorily surrendered it, to make a legally binding decision. This claim is complete nonsense. The RMA relating to Call-Ins, clause 149J states:

The Minister must appoint—
(a) no fewer than 3, but no more than 5, members; and
(b) 1 member as the chairperson, who must be a current, former, or retired Environment Judge or a retired High Court Judge.

This clearly means that the judge as chairperson must be “current.” In other words the chair must hold a judicial warrant and be eligible to hold a warrant. The adjective current modifies the following three types of person eligible to be the chairperson. There is no other possible interpretation of clause 149J.

There have been 5 Call-Ins to date. Four of them were chaired to a legally binding conclusion by judges with warrants, Turitea was not.

The Mighty River Power share offer document on page 58 states that MRP has a consent for Turitea. MRP does not have consent as Kenderdine falsely signed off as Environment Judge and was not a warranted judge for the 13 months prior to the Final Decision being signed and issued by her.

Correspondence received from the Financial Marketing Authority states that MRP are aware of their obligations to disclose material information regarding Turitea. This has not been done. I note that James Miller is on the Boards of both MRP and the FMA. The issues I raised with the FMA cover the facts that the Turitea wind farm is directly on top of the Wellington and Northern Ohariu fault lines and that the Puketoi wind farm is right on the Wairarapa fault. Furthermore, the three million dollar penalty to be levied against Palmerston North City Council, if it helps in any way the hundreds of city rate payers whose amenity and property values will be ruined by the Turitea wind farm, has also been avoided.

I have no issue either way with the sale of Mighty River Power, but I do with the covering up of malfeasance and this blatant fraud on Palmerston North ratepayers and investors in the sell-off.

Yours sincerely

Paul Stichbury

The following letter to John Adams via the Governor –General's office stated that Collins had addressed his enquiries through various channels.

This is an absolute lie
17 May 2013

Mr John Adams
24 Greens Road
RD 2
Palmerston North 4472

Dear Mr Adams

I refer to your letter of 29 January 2013 to His Excellency the Governor-General, in which you expressed concerns regarding the conduct of retired Judge Kenderdine.

The Governor-General has been advised by the Minister of Justice, Hon Judith Collins, that your enquiries have already been addressed through various channels, and that she had nothing further to add.

I regret that the Governor-General can be of no further assistance to you.

Yours sincerely

[Signature]

Niels Holm
Official Secretary
We issued a Scoop news release and reporters at the Manawatu Standard interviewed us for a local story.

They were very nervous about reporting our comments. When John Adams went to lay a complaint of fraud with the police they took one look and said “this is going nowhere.”

Complaint lodged with SFO over Turitea wind farm

Monday, 21 January 2013, 9:27 am
Press Release: John Adams

Press release: John Adams, Paul Stichbury

Complaint lodged with SFO over Turitea wind farm

Mighty River Power is in possession of an invalid and illegal consent for the Turitea wind farm.

The Turitea Board of Inquiry was chaired by former Environment Judge Shonagh Kenderdine. She was a judge until her warrant was permanently and irrevocably withdrawn on 6th August 2010. From that date Kenderdine was no longer a judge.

All Boards of Inquiry are required to have a judge with a judicial warrant as chair, as the decision made is equivalent to that of a court of law. A Board of Inquiry’s final decision is binding and can only be challenged on a point of law.

The Turitea Final Decision was issued on 6th September 2011.

During the intervening period of one year and one month between 6th August 2010 and 6th September 2011, without having any judicial authority whatsoever, Kenderdine falsely signed off as “Environment Judge” on both the Draft Decision and the Final Decision authorizing the wind farm consent.

A complaint has been lodged with the Serious Fraud Office.

Documentation relating to this and other very serious related matters can be accessed here.

http://turiteadocuments.wordpress.com/turitea-wind-farm-documents/

Ends

© Scoop Media
The government’s tactic has been to not respond publicly. I have not received any legal threats or a midnight knock on the door. When I posted that Kenderdine was a fraud the post was hacked right before my eyes. The palmerstonnorth.blogspot.com website, the original protest website, has been buried by Google who have made numerous, lengthy manual visits obviously at the Government’s request. [13] In June 2010 the site was illegally taken down but later reinstated.

And what did Kenderdine, Environmental Facilitator and Strategist, do? On her consultancy website she lied about her time as a judge, adding one year and one month to her professional “history” [14]
The Department of Justice has done nothing about this and has made numerous visits to my website. [15]

New Zealand legislation is very specific regarding secret commissions and the involvement, preparation and submission of faulty and deceptive documents to the Government. [16]

Kenderdine, her board and others did just that with Government assistance, guidance and remuneration. So can charges be laid? Only if the Attorney-General, Finlayson, who is up to his neck in this fraud, gives his consent!

**The maximum penalty has been raised from two to seven years in jail.**

Note that Finlayson is in charge of the country’s two security services. The GCSB and NZSIS are being used to cover up this fraud. The turiteadocuments website has recently been completely buried although attempts to hide the truth have been reported to me, for example. Turiteadocuments website blocked in New Zealand

**Links further through this document deal with the violation of the Secret Commissions Act 1910 in detail.**

But what of Finlayson’s legal obligations as a State employee?

**This is from the NZ Government Cabinet Manual.**

4.3 The Attorney-General has particular responsibility for maintaining the rule of law. The Attorney-General has a responsibility to notify Cabinet of any proposals or government actions that do not comply with existing law and to propose action to remedy such matters. [Emphasis added]

Keeping Kenderdine in the public eye gave both her and the Government an air of invincibility. When her term expired as chair of the Historic Places Trust on 31 July 2013 [17] Finlayson illegally kept her on for almost another year until 22 May 2014. This incriminating webpage [17] and all Call-In submissions on the MFE website and internet archive were deleted by the Government but survive through links elsewhere.
Kenderdine gets her coveted gong September 2014

The Law Commission when reviewing the Judicature Act made the following telling observations. Kenderdine ticked all these boxes.

3.65: There is also a danger, routinely rehearsed in the academic literature, that judges approaching the retirement age could make decisions favourable to the government in order to secure an acting appointment.

3.64: A judge who retires on a full pension under the pre-1992 judges’ scheme can become an acting judge under the new scheme and in effect receive a salary plus what some might see as double retirement support.

3.70: Depending on the method of selection, the use of acting judges may also create a risk of particular judges being appointed to influence the outcome of a decision.

[Note the Law Commission recently buried these candid comments with an HTTP ERROR 500] The only response to numerous letters to Finlayson has been the following

Where he lies – not just to me, but to the Prime Minister!

Kenderdine had retired in 2006 and had completed the last of the two permitted 2 year appointments in 2010, 13 months before she issued the Final Decision.
Paul Stichbury

By email: paulstichbury@gmail.com

11 SEP 2013

Dear Mr Stichbury

TURITEA WIND FARM

I refer to your email dated 27 August 2013.

The appointment of Judge Kenderdine to chair the board of inquiry into the Turitea Wind Farm proposal was valid, and was not affected by her subsequent retirement.

I understand that you have also been in correspondence with the Hon Amy Adams on this issue. I do not propose to engage in further correspondence on it.

Yours sincerely

Hon Christopher Finlayson
Attorney-General

Copy to:
Right Hon John Key, Parliament Buildings, WELLINGTON
Hon Dr Nick Smith, Parliament Buildings, WELLINGTON
Hon Amy Adams, Parliament Buildings, WELLINGTON
Hon. C. Finlayson
Attorney General
5 November 2013

Dear Hon. C. Finlayson

Ref. Kenderdine, Chair of the Turitea Board of Inquiry

To date you have refused to answer questions relating to the fraudulent and corrupt granting of the Turitea Wind Farm consent. Let me clarify this issue for you.

Submitters were falsely lead to believe that the Turitea Board of Inquiry had the independent overview of a warranted judge and conformed to New Zealand law.

1. The Final Decision, 6 September 2011, was issued and signed by Kenderdine fraudulently posing as a warrant holding judge.
2. Is it correct that Kenderdine was known both by you and other members of the executive to have no legal, judicial authority whatsoever during the last 13 months of the Turitea Board of Inquiry deliberations?
3. Was Kenderdine given the nod by her paymaster to carry on regardless knowing that she was no longer bound by the judicial oath and judicial independence?
4. For 13 months after permanent removal from the warranted judiciary on 6 August 2010 did Kenderdine fraudulently continue to receive income on the basis of being a “warranted judge”?
5. Kenderdine, acting as an environmental facilitator and strategist, fraudulently claims on her website to have been an Alternate Environment Judge until 2011.
6. What have you done about this corrupt claim?
7. Kenderdine’s status as an ordinary citizen from 6 August 2010 was kept secret from the public and submitters, contravening the Secret Commissions Act 1910. Kenderdine was an agent in the service of the Crown.

1 (c) every person in the service of the Crown, or acting for or on behalf of the Crown, or holding any office in the public service, shall be deemed to be an agent of the Crown:

6 Giving false receipt, invoice, etc, to agent an offence

1. Every person is guilty of an offence who, with intent to deceive the principal, gives to any agent, or signs or otherwise authenticates for the use of any agent, any receipt, invoice, account, or other document of any nature whatsoever in relation to the affairs or business of the agent or his principal which contains any statement which is false, defective, or misleading in any material particular or which omits to state explicitly and fully the fact of any commission, percentage, bonus, discount, rebate, repayment, gratuity, or deduction having been made, given, or allowed, or agreed to be made, given, or allowed, in relation to the matters referred to in that document.

7 Delivery of false receipt, etc, to principal an offence
- Every agent is guilty of an offence who delivers or presents to his principal any receipt, invoice, account, or other document of any nature whatsoever in relation to the business or affairs of his principal which to the knowledge of the agent is false or defective in any material particular, or is in any way likely to mislead the principal...

8. As Attorney-General you are responsible for this clear breach of the Act, carrying a penalty of a maximum of two years imprisonment (section 13), yet ludicrously as Kenderdine’s paymaster you are the one to decide if there is to be a prosecution. This is corrupt.

9. The Resource Management Act makes it clear that failure to comply with correct procedure invalidates a consent, which can then not be reapplied for. It is beyond any doubt that this applies in the case of the Turitea consent.

10. The Turitea consent has been rendered fraudulent on the basis of Kenderdine’s actions. This makes a mockery of the New Zealand judiciary and the status of the Board of Inquiry.

11. Is it correct that Kenderdine’s failure to recuse herself and your subsequent actions have hopelessly compromised your office, an office charged with impartially upholding the law of the land?

12. Is it correct that Kenderdine has exposed a huge flaw in the constitutional integrity of the executive, especially the integrity of the Minister who commissioned the Board of Inquiry?

Yours sincerely

Paul Stichbury

Copy to: The Right Hon John Key, Hon Bill English, Hon Judith Collins, Hon Dr Nick Smith, Hon Amy Adams, Hon Gerry Brownlee, Hon Tony Ryall, Hon Chester Borrows, Hon Anne Tolley, The Law Commission.

**Kenderdine and Finlayson not only broke the Secret Commissions Act but the Crimes Act as well.**

**Crimes Act Part 6**

The Crimes Act 1961 part 6 contains criminal offences related to, amongst other things, the corrupt use of official information and the corruption and bribery of:

- the Judiciary
- ministers of the Crown
- members of Parliament
- law enforcement officers
- public officials [i.e. as in this case members of a Board of Inquiry]
Mighty River Power has since moved its illegal Turitea consent, courtesy of fake judge Shonagh Kenderdine, into a subsidiary, Mercury Energy [chaired by Joan Withers], to distance itself and shield its brand.

Kenderdine’s poisonous legacy lives on. She was Chair of the Board of Inquiry established by the Minister of Conservation to report on the 2008 proposed New Zealand Coastal Policy Statement.

Her fanatical global warming beliefs have filtered down to other specific localities. 18,000 homes in Christchurch were under the threat of being rendered progressively valueless on the basis of exaggerated claims of future sea level rise. Fortunately commonsense has prevailed [29/9/2015] as the Government has had to step in.

An announcement on the Law Society website dated 25 June 2014 detailed Kenderdine’s career. There was no mention of her almost two and a half year chairing the Turitea Board of Inquiry so I emailed the Society to ask why and to also ask why when I emailed a link to the story the link returned a 404 page not found. The Society in its response lied to me and prompted me to complain if there was a lawyer I could identify.

So I searched Karen Price lead Counsel for Mighty River Power at the Call-In, the lawyer who had emailed me years earlier [December 2007] to see the secret photomontages.

This led me to her website and to a wall to wall boast of her involvement with the Turitea wind farm from scoping through to consent as supervisor and strategist.

“Karen Price is ‘exceptionally good strategically’, Jason Welsh is rated for ‘being able to see the bigger picture and foresee any particular issues before they occur’, and Mark Sly holds ‘invaluable knowledge of the law and current state of legislation’.”

Additionally Price exuberantly records her involvement in and oversight of the Puketoi wind farm which will join up with Turitea.

Price hid her involvement from Turitea submitters by employing a sock puppet, David Kirkpatrick, to do her dirty work.
Note. Kirkpatrick suppressed submissions detailing the fact that Puketoi is also right on a major active fault line. [See diagram page 30].

Kirkpatrick certainly knew that Kenderdine was not a judge but complied with the judicial mafia code of omertà. In the citation below he claims the role of “submitter” while ignoring key, damning submissions. Unlike Turitea no Puketoi submissions from the general public were put online. MRP had publicly stated they would avoid the “mistakes” they made at Turitea [that news item quickly disappeared]. Kirkpatrick obligingly fell into line.

He was duly rewarded with his appointment as an Environment Court Judge in February 2014.
Kirkpatrick buries my submission on seismic risk [see p 15 as above]

As far as Price was concerned here at last was the person who had inflicted so much pain on our city and nobody knew she was right under our noses.

“Karen is recognised as a leader in climate change issues internationally. In 1991 she was part of the NZ delegation to the IPCC negotiations having written a master’s thesis on climate change issues and the dynamics of international negotiations.”

Price was anointed by Labour Prime Minister, Helen Clark, to be a blessed beneficiary of the monetization of CO2. The third most powerful appointee to the United Nations, Clark, in 2015 was ranked by Forbes as the 23rd most powerful woman in the world. It was her Labour Government which introduced the Emissions Trading Scheme in September 2008.

A month earlier, Clark in an unethical and highly questionable act on 8th August 2008 formally and effusively opened Price’s Law firm, ChanceryGreen. [18]
Astoundingly Environment Court Judges attended this partisan, political event in blatant defiance of judicial conduct rules defining bias, impartiality and independence.

Whale Oil reported on it in 2014 when Price was outed as the mystery person TarnBabe67 lobbying for then her husband, Cunliffe, as a future Prime Minister.

Others noticed impropriety as this exchange on kiwiblog shows.

Reid

I see nothing in that news article indicating that the Prime Minister endorsed the law firm. Normally the PM attending an opening of a law firm is taken as read they’re endorsing it.

In the real world.

Interesting isn’t it the law firm in question at its opening in 1995 was focusing on AGW consultation which focus of course during her tenure is one of the main reasons why Hulun got the UN job and which focus of course is why Chancery Gween got so much business. Wonder how much of it was paid by we taxpayers?
Pays to be in the right circles doesn’t it.

Hamish_NZ

It’s not the opening of the office that’s the problem, that’s a red hearing. If you read the article Whaleoil has posted it has a quote from Cunliffe’s wife about how Labour’s global warming policy created the reason for the law firm being set up. Now isn’t this a greater case of conflict of interest for Cunliffe and Labour? Cunliffe and his family personally benefited from Labour’s policy. Indeed you could even argue that Cunliffe gave his wife a heads up about Labour policies in this area to give her company a material advantage over other lawyers. Unless Cunliffe and his wife don’t talk to each other it would be very hard for him to refute.

Now that is a real breach of the cabinet manual. Question is will Cunliffe apply his own standard to himself and step down as leader of the Labour party and potential PM? No, didn’t think so. So obviously Collins doesn’t need to either.

Edit: spelling

Note: The comment about [Judith] Collins facing censure for what was then a minor infraction leads to a much bigger indictment of her, something her left wing opponents are loath to do as it would expose their role in the fraud.

In love with wind farms Prime Minister Clark opened

- **White Hill** in the South Island in **2007**
- and two next to **Turitea**,  
- **Te Apiti** in **2004** and  
- **Te Rere Hau** in **2006**.
Prime Minister Helen Clark launched the project. “There will be few cities in the world, let alone capital cities, which can generate renewable electricity from within their boundaries,” she said.

[Palmerston North residents had no idea they were next]

During Clark’s reign as Prime Minister, Price, the “strategist” drew up and signed off on the contract [Sept 2005] and Variation [Oct 2006] between PNCC and MRP.

Price was until recently married to David Cunliffe one time leader of the Labour Party and aspiring Prime Minister. Cunliffe made a brazen plug for his wife’s carbon trading business in October 2012 when debating the halting of the expansion of the ETS.

“A bill stopping the expansion of the emissions trading scheme sparked impassioned debate, including claims from Labour MP David Cunliffe that his two "wonderful young sons" face "extinction" from climate change.”

Price acts for four of the country’s five major electricity generating energy companies including the following involved in wind farming, Contact Energy, Meridian and Mighty River Power. She founded the New Zealand Carbon Exchange in 2004 and was using her position at the Call-In to secure her trading position in carbon credits with Mighty River Power.

She hid the fact that Turitea is on major fault lines by giving her star Beca Carter geophysical witness scripted, soft ball questions at the Call-In.

Beca Carter is a member of the New Zealand Wind Energy Association. This is a conflict of interest.
Beca Carter did a token seismic survey for the Turitea wind farm, claiming it would do a proper survey once consent had been granted. All they had to do was read a book about the construction of the Turitea dams. Link Link

The terrain had been closely examined by geologists and the rock drilled to ascertain what lay below the surface. Everything seemed fine until the actual excavation began when Mr Hogg and his engineers found that under the surface much of the rock was fractured and unstable. Further extensive grouting - forcing cement into the fissures in the rock - was essential before the rock could support a dam. Whole rock faces had to be peeled away and replaced by concrete. The foundations had to be sunk much deeper than anticipated, while the shattered and cracked nature of the rock made rock falls a constant danger. On the southern side particularly, where the fissures were less easily detectable, a geologist often had to be called to determine whether the work was safe.

Long spells of wet weather, when no work could be done, added to the delays and the rain further weakened the rock structure by penetrating the fissures. Pieces would crash into the valley at the slightest provocation. Amazingly, there were no serious accidents. On one occasion, even after a rock-face had been scaled back as far as was practicable, 400 cubic metres of rock crashed down - just before the men started work for the day.

Beca Carter appeared to have “done” its survey 15 months later in 2012, as this visit to palmerstonnorth.blogspot.com, the parent website to turiteadocuments, suggests. Link

Beca Carter’s reputation is shot. It presented, with the government and Price’s secret supervision, a corrupt, illegal document for a major infrastructure project in order to gain a “consent.” This would in turn facilitate a revenue raising sale of a state owned asset to investors, unaware of the wind farm’s major geologic risk.
Described as “notoriously privacy-jealous,” Price stands to benefit handsomely from the Turitea and Puketoi wind farms.

She knew Kenderdine was not a judge and continued with the rigged Call-In charade for a full 13 months.

**No one was ever supposed to find out.**

This is more than a conflict of interest.

**I laid a complaint with the Law Society on 10 September 2014.**

Price went to ground deleting all reference on the ChanceryGreen website to herself and her colleagues, banner advertising praising her ability as a “strategist” and to Turitea and Puketoi.

Note: Kenderdine who colluded with Price also styled herself as an environmental *strategist*. See her website - page 49.

For legal reasons I am not at liberty to reveal the secret response but I was then able to take it to the next level for review by the Legal Complaints Review Office [LCRO]. Note that when you make a complaint the membership of the Standards Committee handling it is kept secret. I was asked by Price’s lawyer, Les Taylor QC, if I would agree to a review “on the papers” as Price refused to appear before me or her peers.

I found that unusual so I asked the LCRO Case Manager to email me Price’s written defence to the Standards Committee. She couldn’t because Price never entered any material in defence *i.e. there were no papers*, nor according to the Jurisdiction Manager did she at that time have legal representation. So how can the LCRO review this case “on the papers” when the lawyer under investigation entered no defence, didn’t even appear before the Standards Committee and the committee notes were not made available to me? One can assume that all Price did was make a phone call to her friends to the effect of “Get this bastard off my back!” Taylor had lied to me to cover for Price.

This was just another **Kenderdine kangaroo court**. Taylor then sent a bombastic, bullying letter to the LCRO on Price’s behalf, where in her defence he quotes from cases of sexual misconduct. There is no embargo. [19] That this man is earmarked as a future judge should concern all New Zealanders.

Here is my reply. [20] The decision by the LCRO is of course secret as publicly exposing Price’s role in this fraud would in turn expose a pantheon of looters and panhandlers.

The LCRO advised I would have a decision by June 2015 but then told me that I wouldn’t hear until an unspecified date in 2016. I forced the issue through a letter to Minister Smith [see pages 76, 77 ] and got it before 40,000 rent seekers landed in Paris to cement their grip on the world economy and reorder it to feather their nests, claiming “climate justice”.
Price gets off scot free but to distance her involvement sells her law firm, ChanceryGreen, in September 2016

Karen Price lead counsel for Mighty River Power at the Turitea Call-In, had from approximately 1995, been supervising the Turitea wind farm project under Helen Clark’s tutelage. Nobody submitting at the Turitea Call-In knew this.

Clark saw an ETS and international “carbon trading” as a money making venture for the country.

CO₂ is of course the invisible, odourless gas essential to all life on Earth making up a miniscule 0.04% of the Earth’s atmosphere.

Here posing with corrupt presidential candidate, Hillary Clinton, Clark sought the top United Nations job in 2016 and for a time it looked like these two women would rule the world together. The world has dodged a bullet.
The following 5 damning citations are from the website archive of the law firm Price sold and now consults to. They need little explanation.

1. “Karen Price and Senior Associate Helen Andrews advised Mighty River Power throughout the scoping, feasibility, consultation and consenting process for the Turitea Wind Farm, a significant wind farm proposed to be located in the Tararua Ranges near Palmerston North.”

2. “Karen has consented numerous significant projects and advised on some of the country’s biggest designations. She leads large project teams on major and contentious developments from their inception through to consent, providing legal advice and strategy to get projects over the line.”

In particular note the words “contentious” and “strategy”

3. “Karen has twenty years' experience in integrated risk management, major infrastructure projects and climate change.

   [Note “Global warming” just doesn’t cut it anymore, so the meaningless phrase “climate change” is used].

   Link
Karen is recognized as a leader in climate change issues in New Zealand. She negotiated the only two Negotiated Greenhouse Agreements with the Crown, and has facilitated securitization and trading in carbon credits on international markets for a range of clients. [i.e. “clipping the ticket”] Karen is listed as a leading environment lawyer in a number of international directories. Karen’s practice is focused on major energy and resource projects.”

4. “The answers to a problem are not always immediately obvious. We encourage and support novel solutions, and work with our clients to develop and refine them. When it will assist, we are also active in exploring answers to regulatory barriers through dialogue in the political sphere.”

Here is an example. Price worked with Tararua District Council to eliminate noise requirements for all those living downstream from the wind farm and to get permission to build a wind farm where it was not a permitted activity. The residents affected in Tararua were not consulted.

Only 0.85% of the submissions [6 in total – one a wind farmer] were from Pahiatua.

Tararua District Council
Mighty River Power has applied for the following resource consents from the Tararua District Council:

Land Use Consents (reference 1448):
- for a wind farm (which is not listed as a permitted or controlled activity) in the areas within the Tararua District as generally shown on the attached map;
- for land disturbance of more than 200m3 of soil and deannex material associated with tracking and roading, turbine construction, spoil disposal and other works in the areas within the Tararua District as generally shown on the attached map;
- for upgrades to South Range Road and the construction of new site access at the location shown on the attached map;
- for turbine and wind monitoring mast structures not meeting height requirements within the Tararua District;
- for the modification of a Significant Natural Feature in Schedule 3.3 (i.e. Tararua Ranges Ridgeline);
- for not meeting noise requirements; and
- for clearance of indigenous vegetation in the areas within the Tararua District as generally shown on the attached map.

The consent applications, the Assessment of Environmental Effects, and associated plans are specified in a document entitled Turitea Wind Farm, Resource Consent Applications and Assessment of Environmental Effects, August 2008 prepared and lodged by Mighty River Power with the Tararua District Council in August 2008. The consent documents have subsequently been further refined and amended by:

- Mighty River Power’s responses to requests for further information under section 92 of the RMA; and
- the plan attached to this notice, together with an explanation of associated amendments to the AEE, revised photomontages and an updated noise report (with respect to the deletion of 9 of the turbine zones originally applied for). It is noted that for the Tararua District, there have been no modifications to the proposal since lodgement on 8 August 2008.

Last updated: 23 January 2009

© Crown copyright 1999–2013 | Disclaimer
5. “The key to anticipating problems is holding excellent knowledge about the decision-maker. We have cultivated and developed relationships with a wide range of consultants, staff within regulatory bodies, elected officials and independent commissioners. We are familiar with members of the Environment Court, and have studied their styles and preferences. “

Indeed Price did exploit her contacts in the Tararua District Council. She signed off on the lie that the Turitea wind farm is 10km outside Palmerston North. It’s a lie of course as can be seen from this Palmerston North City boundary map from the 2006 Census.
The lie that the wind farm is 10 kms outside Palmerston North was repeated endlessly. As the wind farm is almost entirely inside the city boundary to make it conform to the lie that it is 10 kms outside the city places it pretty much down state highway 2 in the Tararua District. 4,000 people live in the red area, more than 2,000 in Pahiatua.

Karen Price has since been keeping a low profile.

**Ugly facts**

- Wind is a very dilute, intermittent and unpredictable energy source.
- New Zealand has no neighbour to supply energy when the wind due to stationary high pressure zones over the country has died away, in particular during winter evening peaks where established Manawatu wind farms are producing at less than 1% of installed capacity.
- To balance the intermittency of wind 30% of hydro would have to be set aside. This is completely impossible to achieve.
- If the country’s vehicle fleet was electric the amount of energy needed is 2.5 times current production.
- If the wind farms currently planned are built there will be blackouts when the wind stops or is too strong. South Australia is the poster child for wind turbine induced blackouts. [22]
- Wind turbines need live current to be able to produce. On their own they can’t achieve this.
• Most people do not understand that the electric grid resembles water supply in that to deliver it must be kept at a constant pressure. With wind falling away this pressure drops and blackouts ensue. **Wind cannot provide base load.**
• On a still day turbines are often seen spinning slowly. They are using electricity from the grid to turn their propellers to stall inevitable bearing failure, an inbuilt problem facing all manufacturers as strong bearings result in very poor performance.

For a detailed [June 2 2017](https://www.mattridley.com/2017/06/02/wind-energy/) review of wind energy see **Matt Ridley’s excellent article.**

Where does this leave PNCC ratepayers? They have no options as the rule of precedent means past judicial decisions determine the outcome of current litigation. The Friends of the Turitea Reserve failure is already case law being cited in decision making. It is embedded in the legal system which was the Government’s desired outcome from the beginning. The Local Government Act 2002 was proving to be an obstacle, so rather than amend the Act Government strategists saw to it that it was emasculated.

Mighty River Power, in other words the Government, had been secretly working on its Turitea project for years.

As the wind farm is inside the city and would have devastating consequences for ratepayers and the environment it could only be accomplished by devious and corrupt means. There was no other way.

**Green jihadist and one term Mayor Tanguay**, darling of the left but captured by the right, had this to say as her parting shot when she left the city to live in Auckland.

> "Yes, wind farms are contentious and yes, there have been mechanical problems that have made it difficult for the people living near to them, but if I had my time again I certainly would support them again."

**The cost to the country and to Palmerston North**

The Turitea wind farm when applying the results of a UK study by the **London School of Economics** will devalue Palmerston North residential property by more than **$100 million dollars**. [21] This will have a multiplier effect in weaker business activity and potential closures. The LSE study analysed more than 1 million UK property transactions over a 12 year period where dwellings were in the vicinity of wind turbines. This study, in part funded by the Welsh Government, did not take into account the effect of noise and infrasound. There are other studies which confirm this dire consequence.

The cost of a major earthquake crippling the intermittent, uninsurable wind farms on the Tararua Ranges and those yet to be built in the Wairarapa could easily top **$1 billion** and put severe stress on the grid.
The Turitea wind farm is a wealth transfer scheme transferring ratepayer and taxpayer equity to the arrogant, sanctionless elite running the country. Any ordinary New Zealanders trying this would find themselves behind bars.

What remedies are available?

A sea change in thinking is required. Judges and lawyers are not gods [small “g” used intentionally] and should not in any circumstances be above the law. The flouting of the law has been epic.

**The Kenderdine fraud has made a ludicrous case for all qualifications from driver’s licenses to any certification to be permanent without an expiry date or requirement for renewal. A risible precedent has been set.**

This is taken from the [NZ Law Society website](https://www.lawsociety.org.nz). Lawyers commit an offence if they claim to be a lawyer when their certificates are not current, but in New Zealand – and possibly in Zimbabwe – corrupt judges or should I say “ex” judges don’t need a warrant or even need to be on the judicial roll to burden the country with a fraudulent “decision”.

*We are the laughing stock of the Commonwealth. What an achievement.*

How about the laws of the land be enforced across the board irrespective of social class. Make the “mummy knows best” types toe the line with the “poor crooked scythe and spade”. Is that too much to ask?

Switzerland successfully practices direct democracy. If NZ had had this system the Turitea scam would never have got off the ground. Those trying it on with secret contracts, lies and intimidation would have been hung, drawn and quartered.
So far it’s been brickbats all round so time for a couple of bouquets.

First to the Palmerston North branch of the Green Party which strenuously opposed the Turitea wind farm. Here is their submission.

Secondly to Joseph Poff, tireless wind farmer, who solved the conundrum of what to call this eBook. He frequently uses the slogan “The People’s Wind Farm” and despite the Stalinist overtones to his daft description, something he is completely oblivious to, the phrase however neatly sums up the traitorous Palmerston North City Council and all who leech to this day off the misfortune of its ratepayers. This leeching as noted above can be quantified numerically at more than $100 million. Of course in Poff’s mind if you oppose the wind farm that makes you an “enemy of the people” and of course him.

Poff, despite lying about his conflict of interest, has twice run for public office to be MRP’s point man, firstly for Horizons Council and latterly as a councilor for Palmerston North City, but without success.

MRP checks out their man

Poff makes his pitch

Nine months after Kenderdine made the Final Decision in 2012 she laughably went on to lecture about earthquakes.

Martine Cashell-Smith on 11 June 2010 posted this message

In March, the Otago Branch of NZFGW had Judge Shonagh Kenderdine, an Environment Court judge from Wellington, speak addressing the topic of “Climate Change: A Perspective from the Environment Court”.
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Linda Robertson (our meeting co-ordinator) provided the following summary of Shonagh’s talk:

“The talk was an account of the many issues that will arise from the ongoing climate changes and was illustrated with New Zealand scenarios.”

One major concern was that of people being heard. There were references to the cost of battling with well-established and polished corporate groups and their lawyers and concerns about the willingness of local councils to listen to the voice of the people and to consult in a timely fashion (or in a meaningful way).

This is Kenderdine at her hypocritical, mendacious best.

While she spouted these fine words in practice she was doing the exact opposite at the Turitea hearings, excluding victims from speaking and casting “blame” on Horizons.

The Consent

My computer came under attack several times. The last event was major and the entire contents of my hard drive were turned to mush. I lost damning evidence and screenshots. As my case outing this fraud is entirely based on evidence I won’t bother detailing what was destroyed but instead focus on one that did survive on an external hard drive.

This is a screenshot from a pdf which I found on the Horizons.govt.nz website.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Applicant</th>
<th>Mighty River Power Limited</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Call in</td>
<td>Called in by the Minister for the Environment in December 2008 following the appointment of the Board of Inquiry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commissioners</td>
<td>Environment Judge Shonagh Kenderdine, Environment Commissioner David Bunting, Mr John Hudson, Mr Richard Heerdegen and Mr Chris Shenton</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Location and Proposal Site</td>
<td>Turitea, Palmerston North</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date Decision Made</td>
<td>6 September 2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decision</td>
<td>Granted consent for 60 turbines on 3 September 2011 for a term of 35 years expiring on 6 September 2046 subject to conditions.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Final Decision by Kenderdine, the fraudster, gave a consent lapse period of 10 years but here the land use consent is for 35 years. The
Board knew full well that an extension would be applied for before the 10 years is up, as will an extension beyond 35 years.

- Horizons will simply roll over. The 10 year consent was just a placebo to dupe submitters.
- **and** it gave favoured developers more time to continue subdividing land into residential sections right under the wind farm.

If you search the Horizons Council website you will find no mention of the Turitea wind farm or find the pdf cited on page 71. [http://www.horizons.govt.nz/](http://www.horizons.govt.nz/)

This is Karen Price at work with a strategy to give herself a gold plated carbon trading superannuation scheme.

All Mighty River Power’s subsidiary, Mercury Energy, has to do is turn up with a teaspoon to dig a little hole just before the phony “10 year” consent lapses and then build the wind farm on its favoured earthquake epicentre whenever it suits, at any time during the next 25 years. Of course they don’t have a legal consent other than a manufactured one and it certainly isn’t fabricated out of whole cloth, just a tissue of lies.

**Conclusion**

Sir David Gascoigne in his letter revealing the Kenderdine fraud claims that no judge will be pursued into retirement as a legislative policy. The Crimes Act 1961 says otherwise. Gascoigne is implicated in the cover-up. Yes, the laws governing judicial and ministerial corruption are on the books but according to Gascoigne they will not be followed.

Attorney-General Finlayson is the only one who can initiate a prosecution under the Secret Commissions Act 1910. Since he would never initiate a case against himself or Cabinet Ministers he has carte blanche to manipulate the judiciary to the will of the executive without sanction and cover for the corrupt actions of others, in particular Kenderdine and her board’s fraudulent Turitea Decision.

Finlayson participated in the rewarding of Kenderdine’s willingness to take bribes as a fake judge and additionally by appointing her to chair the Historic Places Trust **and** then illegally extending her term. These are all breaches of the Crimes Act.
As a final insult the executive further rewarded Kenderdine by giving her a QSO, for unspecified “services to the judiciary,” in the **2014 Queen’s Birthday Honours**.

The claim that the New Zealand Executive and Judiciary function independently and lawfully is completely false. The legal mechanism permitting corruption and fraud as outlined continues to exist and there is no intention to rectify or amend it.

The Attorney-General can operate behind the scenes unchecked with no fear of being outed. It’s only the Turitea fraud with its corrupt PNCC consultation document, secret wind farm contract and variation which have exposed the true nature of the relationship between the Executive and the Judiciary.

For us any legislative revision is too late. The corrupt secret contract between Mighty River Power and Palmerston North City Council, in particular the variation, put us on the path to financial ruin. I made a futile application for NZ superannuation as a trivial compensation where if successful I had contemplated dropping this matter.

**PNCC put every obstacle possible in our way**  
**Impact statement**  
[Link](#)

No Palmerston North property has on its [LIM report](#) anything about the proximity of the Turitea wind farm; this includes properties where the owners have done secret deals with MRP. When they sell the money they have already taken, including future royalties, goes with them.

**None goes to the new owners.**

Land agents are legally required to reveal these details to prospective purchasers.

A case in point: this property right behind the section we owned.  
[Link](#)

**MRP refused to buy us out, with Omer stating**

**“We don’t want to be a property owning company”**

Had they bought us out a precedent would have been set to buy out up to 1,000 or more properties. Their goal was to “own” you without buying you out. At the Board’s request on the other side of the Tararua ranges MRP compensated two affected property owners. See pages 98 to 99

When illegal spying by the GCSB on 88 New Zealanders was revealed John Adams and I both applied at the same time to the **GCSB** and the **NZSIS** for our files.

**I was the only one replied to. The NZSIS gave me an ambiguous answer.**
23 April 2013

Mr Paul Stichbury
paulstichbury@gmail.com

Dear Mr Stichbury

Privacy Act Request

1. Thank you for your e-mail of 11 April 2013 requesting access to any information relating to you held by the New Zealand Security Intelligence Service (NZSIS). Your request has been considered under the provisions of the Privacy Act 1993, which is the appropriate legislation.

2. My response to your request is that I can neither confirm nor deny the existence or non-existence of any information. This reply is given within the terms of section 32 of the Privacy Act. For an explanation of this response I would refer you to the item NZSIS Responds to Requests for Information which may be found in the News Items/Archived News section of the NZSIS public website: www.nzsis.govt.nz.

3. Bearing in mind your reference to your having opposed the Turitea wind farm, I would draw your attention also to the Our Work section of the NZSIS website, which outlines the functions of the NZSIS.

4. Should you be unhappy with this outcome you have the right, under section 67 of the Privacy Act, to make a complaint to the Privacy Commissioner and request an investigation of my decision.

Yours sincerely

Dr Warren Tucker
Director of Security
The NZSIS would neither confirm nor deny, which is the standard response, but then went on to direct me to the areas where they would monitor someone like myself and legally suppress details of spying activity.

Trade secrets

(1) Subject to subsection (2), an agency may refuse to disclose any information requested pursuant to principle 6 if the withholding of the information is necessary to protect information where the making available of the information—

(a) would disclose a trade secret; or

(b) would be likely unreasonably to prejudice the commercial position of the person who supplied or who is the subject of the information.

(2) Information may not be withheld under subsection (1) if, in the circumstances of the particular case, the withholding of that information is outweighed by other considerations which render it desirable, in the public interest, to make the information available.

As you can see the NZSIS is charged with keeping secret the wind farm contract between the government, in the guise of Mighty River Power, and Palmerston North City Council.

Protecting New Zealand from Threats to our International and Economic Well-Being

Since 1999, the definition of security in the NZSIS Act has included reference to the protection of New Zealand from activities within or relating to New Zealand that:

- are influenced by any foreign organisation or foreign person
- are clandestine or deceptive or threaten the safety of any person, and
- impact adversely on New Zealand's international or economic well-being

A fake judge, clandestine activity cancelling existing law, payment of bribes, local Iwi “selling” their Maunga back to the Government, an Attorney-General and Ministers supervising this fraud on fault lines, which is then on sold to an unsuspecting public, if exposed, certainly does impact adversely on New Zealand's international well-being, i.e. reputation as being almost corruption free.
In an alternate universe I would have been lionized for exposing the fraud and warning that the wind farm poses a huge financial, reputational, social and environmental risk not only to Palmerston North but to the country as a whole. This final correspondence with Minister Smith including his sole reply spells it out.

--------

Hon. Dr Smith
Minister for the Environment, Building and Housing
Parliament Buildings
Wellington

6 June 2015

Dear Dr Smith,

I have corresponded with you in the past concerning the Turitea Wind Farm Call-In and the Final Decision. There are a number of extremely serious, unresolved issues which involve you and I am offering you, as a courtesy, the opportunity to comment, as this matter is currently being prepared for international exposure.

As a key player, in what amounts to blatant fraud, you specifically knew,

1. Shonagh Kenderdine who issued the Turitea consent was not a warrant holding judge and had not been a judge for 13 months before the decision was illegally issued.

2. Palmerston North City Council is by way of a secret contract forced to pay Mighty River Power the sum of $3 million if it helps in any way the thousands of ratepayers directly affected by the wind farm, this included myself and my wife who were lied to by the parties involved, literally for years.

3. Karen Price, lead counsel representing Mighty River Power at the Call-In, was in fact in charge of the entire Turitea wind farm project from scoping through to consent and that this conflict of interest was kept secret from the hundreds of opposing submitters.

4. Karen Price founded the New Zealand Carbon Exchange and is to clip the ticket for carbon trading not only for the Turitea and Puketoi wind farms but also for three of the four New Zealand energy companies.

5. Karen Price was acting for Mighty River Power’s Puketoi wind farm at the same time as the Call-In and that this information was withheld from submitters.

6. Both the Turitea and Puketoi wind farms are deliberately located directly on
top of three of the country’s most dangerous fault lines; despite you having a background in geology with a PhD in landslides.

7. These wind farms would be on Mighty River Power’s books for the 49% IPO to the public. Despite my best efforts and an assurance from Tony Ryall the public were not told of the risk to either taxpayers or investors of a catastrophic earthquake crippling the wind farms if not destroying them outright.

Subsequently on May 10 2015 you announced new rules for earthquake strengthening. The areas where the wind farms are placed are identified by you as high risk seismic zones. I made submissions on the danger of earthquakes to the Turitea Board of Inquiry and to Puketo. My detailed submissions for Turitea were ignored and for Puketo suppressed.

Last year I lodged a complaint with the Law Society over Karen Price’s conduct. This matter is now before the Legal Complaints Review Office, where I am told that unexplained delays will mean no resolution until next year [if not longer].

I am now asking if you have, or anyone known to you has, applied political pressure to bury this fraud.

Yours sincerely

Paul Stichbury

Attachments:

2. This letter to you 6/6/2015
3. Your letter to me 7/11/2011
4. My complaint to the New Zealand Law Society
5. The response from the Law Society
6. My submission to the LCRO
7. Les Taylor QC’s defence
8. My submission in response to Taylor
9. An impact statement
10. Correspondence with the LCRO

Nine weeks later Smith replied
Thank you for your email of 4 June 2015 and attachments regarding the Turitea wind farm.

As you are aware the Turitea wind farm proposal was considered as a proposal of national significance under the Resource Management Act 1991 (RMA). Section 149J of the RMA states that the Minister must appoint one member as the Chairperson, who must be a current, former or retired Environment Judge or retired High Court Judge. The fact that Environment Court Judge Kendorine no longer held an active warrant as a judge at the end of the Board of Inquiry would not have precluded her from continuing to Chair the Board of Inquiry, being paid as the Chair or signing the release of the draft and final decision.

You have referred to a secret contract between Palmerston North City Council and Mighty River Power concerning ratepayers directly affected by the wind farm and this matter should be discussed directly with the Council and Mighty River Power.

The concern you raise over catastrophic earthquake risk for both Turitea and Puketoi relate to decisions made by the Board of Inquiry and Council respectively. I understand you made submissions on these matters and they were considered by the decision makers. The Board of Inquiry and Council are independent bodies and it would not be appropriate for me to comment on how they reached their decisions.

You have raised a number of concerns regarding the conduct of Karen Price and lodged a complaint with the Legal Complaints Review Office. As this matter is now before the Legal Complaints Review Office, it is not appropriate for me to comment on matters before this Office.

You have asked if I or anyone known to me has applied political pressure regarding these matters, I can assure you that I have not influenced any of the matters you have referred to.

Yours sincerely

[Signature]

HON OR Nick Smith
Minister for the Environment
Well I’m not done with Smith yet and two more letters were written to him. **Smith did not reply.**

I notice that the Labour Party through their website The Standard has downloaded this correspondence with Smith - **twice**.

Hon. Dr Smith  
Minister for the Environment, Building and Housing  
Parliament Buildings  
Wellington  
26. 8. 2015

**Judicial qualifications**

Dear Dr Smith,

Thank you for your reply dated 12 August 2015. You raise issues that require a response. Each issue will be dealt with in separate correspondence.

Apart from Judicial Conduct Commissioner, Sir David Gascoigne, you are the first to admit that Kenderdine was not a judge with a warrant. If you have a legal basis on which to validate your extraordinary statement that a warrant is not necessary to issue a legally binding decision, then why have you not quoted legislation which specifically states this?

A “judge” without a warrant is not a judge at all, and in Kenderdine’s case she was no longer even a retired judge eligible for the reinstatement of a warrant as she was removed permanently from the judicial roll 13 months prior to fraudulently signing off what has to be the most corrupt “consent” ever “issued.”

Approximately 2,000 households are seriously impacted by the 60 125m 3MW Turitea turbines resulting in a $100 million plus loss of equity.

Kenderdine’s fraud was clearly carried out with your consent and knowledge, after all who was ever going to find out? Your colleague, Judith Collins, then Minister of Justice, refused to address the question of Kenderdine’s corruption apart from acknowledging receipt of the complaint. To admit involvement would have a serious negative impact on her political ambitions.

Attorney General Finlayson provided no legislative evidence when asked and assumed a fetal position, basically saying “I’m not going to talk to you anymore.” His response to me was copied to you. This very brief letter states:

“The appointment of Judge Kenderdine to chair the Board of Inquiry into the Turitea Wind Farm proposal was valid and was not affected by her subsequent retirement”
No one has challenged the appointment of Kenderdine to chair the board and Finlayson is putting up a straw man.

The second half of his statement is a blatant lie. Kenderdine was as per legislative requirement already retired [6 August 2006] when she was appointed as chair until such time as she was by virtue of advanced age compulsorily removed as a judge by Finlayson himself at which point the Board of Inquiry did not have a judge with a warrant and she was fraudulently paid for 13 months out of the public purse to pretend that she was. The amount paid totaled approximately $500,000. This is how a banana republic behaves.

If members of the public dare to do what Kenderdine did with the wink, wink, nod, nod from your little clique, Dr Smith, they will certainly be hauled before the courts.

A valid, current warrant is required for all exercising judicial and ministerial authority. You know this, or are you telling me you are currently being paid for duties carried out without possessing a ministerial warrant? If you are then you are committing fraud.

So compelling is the need for a warrant that in a highly unusual and novel move Attorney-General Finlayson actually gave himself one when he appointed himself as a Queens Council [QC] on 13 Dec 2012. Napoleon at his coronation seized the crown from the Pope. Is there any difference?

Three months earlier [September 2012] Finlayson hypocritically demanded Tony Molloy QC surrender his warrant for pointing out the manifest inadequacies of the New Zealand judiciary, something he has subsequently laughably contributed to in spades by cancelling Kenderdine’s warrant [6th August 2010], 13 months before the issuing of the fraudulent Turitea consent [6 September 2011], and then turning a blind eye to the equivalent of blatant third world corruption. Finlayson then rewarded Kenderdine by appointing her as chair of the Historic Places Trust in August 2010 and subsequently illegally extended her term by almost a year.

I suppose you are aware that Kenderdine on her consulting website has lied to say she was a judge until 2011?

About

Shonagh Kenderdine LLB MA, Acc. M. LEADR

Shonagh Kenderdine was a Judge in the Planning Tribunal which evolved into the Environment Court from 1996-2006, and subsequently Alternate Environment Court Judge until 2011.
You have identified yourself as a key participant in this fraud and have amateurishly added to the cover up. I gave you the opportunity to man up and all you did was try to cover your tracks.

Yours sincerely

Paul Stichbury

Hon. Dr Smith
Minister for the Environment, Building and Housing
Parliament Buildings
Wellington
2. 9. 2015

The Mighty River Power/ Palmerston North City Council Turitea Wind Farm Contract
And related matters

Dear Dr Smith,

This contract and Variation were placed on the Ministry for the Environment website and I am one of the very few to have noticed it, downloaded it and read it.

You knew full well the contents of this contract and the Variation to the contract. Had the Turitea wind farm proposal gone before the Environment Court this utterly corrupt contract and variation authored by Karen Price, exposed in discovery, would have sunk the Turitea Wind Farm in short order.

It was for this reason that you used the Call-In process to circumvent the Environment Court in order to avoid detection. The local paper, the Manawatu Standard, in an editorial on 24/4/2009 stated:

“At best, the documents obtained by this newspaper lay bare a woefully inept decision-making process. At worst, they are evidence of an orchestrated campaign to deceive the people of this region and usurp the council's statutory role.

Either way, the decision to call-in the consent application was a sham.”

The Manawatu Standard 5 days later on 29/4/2009 reported your comments.

“Dr Smith said while he had confidence in the council's abilities, the community thought the council was biased. That had to be addressed.

"The key difference there is between perception and reality."
"Did I believe that there was a potential perception of conflict of interest given that they are a land owner? Answer: yes."

So when it suited you, Dr Smith, you” worried” about perceived conflicts of interest, yet you knew perfectly well who the strategist, planner, supervisor, principal beneficiary and driving force behind the Turitea Wind Farm was, one Karen Price.

- Exploiting her political connections [her husband David Cunliffe a then aspiring Prime Minister]
- Secretly pumping her established carbon trading business to clip the carbon ticket for three of the country’s four energy companies. [NB former Prime Minister Clarke in a highly unusual move formally opened her law firm]
- Exploiting her then unknown links with the IPCC, Agenda 21, ICLEI, pretend judge Kenderdine, and acting as lead counsel for Mighty River Power for the Turitea Call-In ..... and you did not disclose it!

The Turitea Call-In was a jack up from start to finish, a kangaroo court with the key participants chosen by you to fraudulently endorse a predetermined outcome while all the time pretending for public consumption to be a democratic institution.

You chose Kenderdine, a useful idiot, to chair the Board of Inquiry, who as a keynote speaker in her presentation at the 2012 Wind Energy Association Conference announced that global warming would bring the world to an end about 2040.

Apparently this harmonises with your own carbophobic beliefs and that you are comfortable with corruptly sacrificing the city of Palmerston North where I lived for 49 years to the emissions trading scheme.

And who pays?

1. Thousands of Palmerston North ratepayers to the tune of $100 million plus due to loss of equity when the wind farm is built.

2. All shareholders in Mighty River Power and taxpayers when the inevitable earthquake knocks out the Turitea, Puketoi and other Wairarapa wind farms, should they ever be built, to the tune of very likely 1 billion NZ plus.

You refuse to comment on crucial aspects of my letter to you. You are far more concerned with saving face, deflecting blame and protecting your political career.
Once again I am asking you to properly address the issues raised as you bear full responsibility for bringing this farce to where it is today.

I consider myself a loyal New Zealander. Even though the Turitea corruption has cost our family everything I cannot sit back and watch common thieves wreck the lives and rifle the pockets of my former neighbours and friends.

Yours sincerely

Paul Stichbury

In October 2011 Smith had this to say about the destruction wreaked by the Christchurch earthquakes. This is a gem.

RadioNZ

Submitters faced a government with all its regulatory branches secretly instructed to put every obstacle possible in their way. Governments by nature do not have a collective conscience but only possess a reflexive urge to double down on the self preservation of its, in this case, numerous high profile actors.

The wind farm is a disaster for Palmerston North and potentially for the country and makes a mockery of the law, the judiciary and the executive.

As mentioned before right throughout the promotion and consenting process of this fraud, Mighty River Power, Kenderdine in her Final Decision, the New Zealand Wind Energy Association and other parties repeatedly lied that the wind farm is 10 km outside the city when it is in the city and 8km from the city centre.

From the Final Decision

[1] The proposed Turitea wind farm is located along the ridgelines of the northern Tararua Ranges in the Turitea Reserve and on surrounding farmland, 10 kilometres to the south east of Palmerston North. The notified proposal submitted by Mighty River Power (MRP) consisted of 122 turbines. This was later revised by MRP to 104 turbines.
Main Street Pahiatua

The city boundary and residential property go to the top of the Tararua Ranges, which means that the wind farm, if indeed it is 10 km outside the city, pretty much runs down the main street of the neighbouring township of Pahiatua. Have the locals have been told?

Additional observations

The moment Kenderdine had her warrant withdrawn the Board of Inquiry was no longer a legal entity. For 13 months they turned up to “work “milking the public purse for all it was worth. Global warming alarmist, Heerdegen, no longer lived in Palmerston North but had moved to tropical Brisbane.

They all knew along with the EPA [Link] that Kenderdine was not a judge and so did a number of Cabinet Ministers, notably Smith and Finlayson.

Cathryn Bridge at the EPA told me to take my “concerns” over the wind farm to a Citizen’s Advice Bureau. When this letter was written to me we did not know Kenderdine had for 13 months been forging legal documents claiming to be a judge. [Link]

Kenderdine’s signature on the Final Decision was copied from the Draft Decision 5 months earlier. Was she incapacitated at the time? For a “genuine” judge is this even legal? At least in Kenderdine’s case it is a genuine forgery. [Link]

These people have utter contempt for the man in the street.
The Board of Inquiry

Shonagh Kenderdine

RESOURCES MANAGEMENT LAW ASSOCIATION OF NEW ZEALAND INC. RM NEWSLETTER OCTOBER 2006

“Her Honour Judge Kenderdine’s official retirement from the bench and her contribution to environmental law was recognised and celebrated in late August at a function jointly hosted by the RMLA and the Ministry of Justice. The evening was attended by a number of Environment Judges and Commissioners, Court staff, distinguished guests, and senior RMA practitioners and expert witnesses from around the country, as well as Her Honour’s family. It was an excellent occasion which was thoroughly enjoyed by Her Honour.”

I laid this complaint on 22 September 2011 which was never answered. Neither I nor any other submitter knew at that time Kenderdine had not been a judge for almost 14 months.

Judge LJ Newhook Acting Principal Environment Judge

22 September 2011

Dear Judge Newhook

Ref. Final Report and Decision of Turitea Wind Farm (Sept. 2011)

I was a submitter opposing the Turitea wind farm application and wish to lodge a formal complaint about the conduct of the hearing chaired by Judge Shonagh Kenderdine. I
made an oral presentation to the Board on Tuesday 1st September 2009. Efforts were made to prevent my presentation to the hearing. After email exchanges with the Turitea Call In coordinator a firm time was arranged for my presentation. 9.30 am 1st September. My return flight to Sydney was early Wednesday morning and I had a bus to catch back to Wellington at 4pm. I waited patiently all day while the coordinator deliberately put others appearing before the Board before me. Only after I protested the deliberate delaying tactics of Mr N Davidson QC was I given a slot at 3pm. Judge Kenderdine reluctantly allowed me to speak and then went into overdrive, writing and passing notes while I spoke during my presentation and then contrary to clearly set out procedure tried to throw me, a submitter, to lawyers. I refused to be treated like this and walked out of the hearing. At this point it was now clear to anyone present that the Turitea hearings were nothing more than a carefully scripted performance to approve the wind farm come what may, and that Judge Kenderdine was in collusion with the applicant.

As I left the Call-In I stopped off at the men’s washroom. MRP employees Michael Omer and Mark Henry followed me in where they proceeded to heap ridicule on me. My response to their cowardly guffaws and insults, which they dared not carry out in public, was to tell them both that ‘your time will come’.

Kenderdine had this to say in the Final Decision.

“This is the first wind project in New Zealand which will impact on a large population base.”

And these, contemptuous, hollow, mocking words.

“Creating an environment where wind farm noise will be clearly noticeable at times of quiet background sound levels is not an option the Board condones, especially where large numbers of residents are affected. It is the Board’s view that energy operations in New Zealand will have to learn not to place wind farms so close to residential communities if they are not prepared to accept constraints on noise limits under such conditions.”

Of course the illegal “Board” did, with its army of hangers on, willfully condone the destruction of ratepayer amenity, trashing of the environment and property values, but didn’t have the courage to say they did this because a secret contract and variation demanded it. These people are nothing more than traitors to everything New Zealand mythically stands for, but the money and public honours were obviously worth it.
Richard Heerdegen

This information should surely have disqualified Heerdegen as a commissioner, but no, it was all premeditated.

Ian Cooper says: August 29, 2012 at 9:25 am

Paul, Aug 28th at 11.12p.m.

Wow! Looks like I haven’t been paying attention. **Richard Heerdegen who was on the review panel for Te Rere Hau wind farm is a Geographer at Massey Uni at the Turitea campus.** He ran a regular monthly column in the Manawatu Standard throughout the 80’s and 90’s reporting on the weather for the previous month which was very popular. Amongst those articles was one that I saved from 1986 proposing the then fairly new idea that the world could be warming because of increased CO2 and that mankind was playing a significant part in that increase. To say that he was from the same school of thought as Salinger et al would be an understatement. I wasn’t aware that he was in that position on the review panel. Surely that was a conflict of interest? Who made the appointments anyway?

Cheers, Coops. Reply
The New Zealand Institute of Landscape Architects Board has no tools, not even a wet bus ticket, to enforce its code of ethics. The NZILA ethics committee’s purpose appears to be to ring fence NZILA members from criticism and accountability.

Hudson, according to one of our sources, apparently made a large amount of money as a consultant to Transpower and other electricity providers from assessing the visual costs of the electricity network. His consultancy company was called Promised Land and his primary client was the electricity industry. He is said to be the highest earning landscape architect in NZ.

At the BOI hearings Hudson was paid to sit there and shut up, so in the end submitters knew nothing about the massive wind farm infrastructure to be built on fault lines, including transmission lines and two substations.

Kenderdine who is well connected to the NZILA, even addressing their conferences, made this outrageous statement in the Final Decision.

“From an infrastructure perspective, the transmission lines required for the project will have significant effects, but we note that landowners have granted permission where these are located on private land”
Chris Shenton

Shenton just kept quiet about this

IWI INVOLVEMENT IN THE FRAUD

In effect the local iwi secretly sold the Tararua ranges back to the Government so they could plaster it with wind turbines.
Wiremu Te Awe Awe above [left] negotiated what is rumoured to be a multimillion dollar payout from Mighty River Power on behalf of Rangitane and Rangiotu Marae as beneficiaries.

It’s the Taniwha principle at work. The memorandum between the parties involved was cited as evidence. Kenderdine was asked for it at the Turitea Call-In hearings but it was withheld, and the request ignored.

Other Maori voiced their disappointment that they were left out of this bonanza.

Next to Te Awe Awe is Prime Minister John Key. Many of the emails sent to the principal players in the Turitea fraud were also copied to him and ignored. Next to Key on the right is Jono Naylor, National Party list MP, who as a councilor at the meeting approving the change of purpose to the Turitea Reserve said

“There’s gold in them thar hills”

In the photo Te Awe Awe is blessing a Rescue helicopter.

The “neighbours” missed out

Rangitane descendant Peter Te Rangi said he was concerned Mighty River Power had considered a Maori perspective on the issue too narrowly. While Mighty River Power had signed a memorandum of understanding with Rangitane, it had not given the same attention to other iwi. Tribes such as Ngati Apa also had a deep association with the Turitea range, he said.”
David Bunting

IPENZ

The Institution of Professional Engineers New Zealand (IPENZ) dismissed a complaint about Bunting **before** the comprehensive evidence is presented **as was requested**.

What confidence can there be in an organisation such as this where one of their own signs off on a proposal to construct a wind farm on earthquake fault lines and next to a state highway contrary to manufacturers' guidelines, and then when challenged goes to ground?

The details are in this letter. Ethics means nothing to these arrogant people who are just circling the wagons. This is just one more national disgrace piled on another.

**Link**

And in the meantime

**Ministry of Justice concern over Turitea costs**
You may have noticed that there is a somewhat **green theme** to this eBook. “Green” then is a fitting way to end. Palmerston North people will be shocked by this secret photo of their algae infested Turitea water supply in **2006**.

**Water from Nga Wai farm, owned by the Waters family, drains into the two dams.** Their farm was part of the original wind farm.

The plan is to fill in the gaps in the future once the 60 turbines are up.

**Need I say more?**

[Link](#)
Do we really deserve our politicians?

What Cunliffe did was announce in Parliament the future death of his “two wonderful young sons” due to the weather. I don’t buy for a minute that either he or his ex wife, Price, actually believe this. His sons hearing this from the media were at an impressionable age but Cunliffe is making a disingenuous pitch to get a slice of the promised lucrative carbon trading bonanza monopoly sown up by his then wife.

“Give us the money or our children die”.

“We (UN-IPCC) redistribute de facto the world’s wealth by climate policy…”
“One has to free oneself from the illusion that international climate policy is environmental policy. This has almost nothing to do with environmental policy anymore…”

Dr. Ottmar Endenhofer, IPCC co-chair of Working Group 3, November 13, 2010 interview [HIT Dr. Charles Battig]

“Climate policy has almost nothing to do anymore with environmental protection, says the German economist and IPCC official Ottmar Endenhofer. The next world climate summit in Cancun is actually an economy summit during which the distribution of the world’s resources will be negotiated.” – Ottmar Ednhofer
Their game was exposed years ago

U.N. Official Reveals Real Reason Behind Warming Scare

Christiana Figueres, executive secretary of U.N.’s Framework Convention on Climate Change, admitted that the goal of environmental activists is not to save the world from ecological calamity but to destroy capitalism.

"This is the first time in the history of mankind that we are setting ourselves the task of intentionally, within a defined period of time, to change the economic development model that has been reigning for at least 150 years, since the Industrial Revolution."

Referring to a new international treaty to be adopted at the Paris climate change conference, she added:

"This is probably the most difficult task we have ever given ourselves, which is to intentionally transform the economic development model for the first time in human history."

Trillions of dollars are to be devoted to “climate change” as a result of the entirely toothless Paris Agreement.

President Trump withdrew from the agreement knowing full well that stupendous amounts of money plucked from thin air will go into the pockets of lawyers like Price and politicians like Cunliffe and that economic growth will falter putting indebted countries and the entire world at severe risk of financial collapse.

And it’s all for nothing as “lukewarmer” Lomberg shows. Using alarmist data and calculations, by the end of the century world temperatures will fall by 0.17°C at a cost of over

ONE HUNDRED TRILLION DOLLARS

Bjorn Lomborg
You see it's all about them as in the bizarre case recently where father of three, **Russel Norman**, former NZ Green Party leader, contributing personally to his perceived problem of world overpopulation and on a lordly Greenpeace salary, pushes the nonsense that **we must stop using oil**.

Here he is, man against machine, trying to block the Amazon Warrior from going about its lawful business.

And what exactly is Norman wearing? Garments and safety equipment made from oil.
Norman was also an honoured guest at the **2012 NZ Wind Energy** Conference. That shouldn't be a surprise.

He has to keep the meme going or lose his support base and income. And he's not going to do that.

**And then there’s this.**

---

**Conference Programme**

*Programme current as of 19 February 2013*

**Wednesday, 20 March**

2pm: Wind farm tour  
5pm: Welcome function, opening of the exhibition hall  
6pm: Forum: The role of central and local government in supporting energy development

Fran Wilde, Chair, Greater Wellington Regional Council; Grant Robertson, Labour Party Deputy Leader; Gareth Hughes, Green Party spokesperson for energy; Kerry Prendergast, Chair of the Environmental Protection Agency; Wayne Walker, Councillor, Auckland Council and Chair, Environment and Sustainability Forum; **Roly Ellis, Mayor, Tararua District Council.**

---

**Roly Ellis** was mayor of the Tararua District and cooperated with Karen Price behind closed doors in smoothing the way for the Turitea and Puketoi wind farms. No noise conditions for the Turitea wind farm and wind farms once a non permitted activity given the go ahead.

**Is there a secret contract between MRP and the Tararua District Council similar to the corrupt PNCC MRP wind farm agreement?**

Ellis was an honoured guest at the 2013 wind energy conference and of course is “surprised” when he gets a gong.
Former Tararua mayor Roly Ellis named in New Year honours

KAROLINE TUCKEY
Last updated 16:30, December 31 2016

Roly Ellis, shown after his retirement as mayor of Tararua District Council, this year.

Former Tararua mayor Roly Alexander Ellis has been named as an Officer of the New Zealand Order of Merit for services to local government in the New Year's honours list.

He served two terms before stepping down at the 2016 elections.

Being named in the list came "out of the blue", Ellis said.

"I have accepted [this honour] because I believe the staff and councillors of Tararua and all those people behind the scenes that we don't hear about, have done a fantastic job," he said.

"So it's in recognition of what they've done, not just me. It's very much a team effort."

---

kram

As a Mayor, Roly has been as exciting as a wet paper towel.

Reply
Compensation

Compensation was not an issue for the perpetrators. They just helped themselves. But what about victims? This extract opens a window into this issue.

Chapter 15-3 (12) Final Decision

“A small number of submitters also believed that past complaints about wind farms have been dismissed, or that residents have been paid off by wind farm companies so as not to highlight their experience of adverse effects.”

Then, in the Executive summary the Board recommends Mighty River Power do exactly that, pay off an affected party.

Executive summary 17

“In our Draft Report, we noted in particular the negative effect of the Group D and E turbines on the Percy family in Makomako Road, and we invited MRP to consider some form of compensation for the Percy family. In its comments on the Draft Report, MRP advised that it had reached agreement with the Percy family and this was subsequently confirmed in a communication from the Percys to the Board. In their comments on the Draft report, one other family, the McBrides, advised that they were negatively affected in a similar way to the Percys. Whereas, Mrs Percy had made an oral presentation to the Board at the hearing which had triggered our invitation for MRP to meet with the Percys, the McBrides had been unable to attend the hearing and make a presentation as they were living away from the Manawatu at that time. Now that we have been made aware of the McBrides situation, we invite MRP to consider some form of compensation to this family as well as the Percys.”

And

Chapter 18 - 47

“In our Draft Report we considered MRP should approach the Percy family, who we found to be adversely affected by the project on the eastern side of the range, with the concept of compensation in mind. This has since been offered by the company and has been confirmed to the Board in a letter dated 7 June 2011 by the Percys’ solicitors after the NPSREG was introduced. We are unclear what form this „measure“ or „environmental compensation“ has taken, but commend MRP for advancing it in accordance with the new policy.”

This highly selective approach by the Board to just two wind farm victims is at the expense of all other affected parties, where a number have requested buyouts and
compensation. The Board is simply “buying insurance.” The Percys have now been effectively shut down, almost certainly by a non disclosure clause in their very recent agreement with MRP.

A submission by **John Wheeler, submitter 297**, on the Draft identifies **20** additional Tararua residences as badly affected by the wind farm as the Percys, if not worse. He asks that property owners be accorded the same treatment as the Percys, but has been ignored by the Board.  

**Finally**

Unusual activity has continued on the turiteadocuments website. The stats page shows as of **6 June 2017** a total of **42** visits from the **United Arab Emirates**.

Perhaps the government would like to explain this.

Are they as majority shareholders in Mighty River Power planning to on sell their wind farm “consents” to a foreign power?

Note the government passed legislation to exclude Mighty River Power and its subsidiaries from **Official Information Act requests**. We might wonder why?

Criminality and insanity have been exposed. I rest my case.

Paul Stichbury © 2017
Wind farms on earthquake fault lines
What a novel idea

Source